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Overview
The list of paper-based photography is organised as follows:
XRP 1 to XRP 644 are organised alphabetically by photographer’s surname or organisation
XRP 645 to XRP 687 are outsized prints organised alphabetically by photographer’s surname or organisation
XRP 688 to XRP 878 are photographic albums
XRP 879 to XRP 904 contain the journal Camera Work
XRP 921 to XRP 932 are portraits, mainly of RPS fellows
XRP 933 to XRP 978 are the work of Joan Wakelin
XRP 979 to XRP 1010 are the work of John Hinde Ltd
XRP 1011 to XRP 1027 are the Du Mont book collection
XRP 1028 to XRP 1047 are works from the National Photographic Record
XRP 1134 to XRP 1150 contain the Tyng collection of photographic prints
XRP 1151 to XRP 1516 are miscellaneous photographic prints and other material including large outsized prints, framed prints, exhibition work and RPS archival material.

XRP 1
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 2
Photographic prints by Marcus Adams, Joan H. Alexander and Aero Films LTD, including an aerial photographic negative of Boston.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 3
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 4
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 5
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 6
Photographic prints by James Craig Annan (1864 – 1946), Scottish born photographer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 7
Photographic prints by Ernest A. Ashton and Dr E. G. Ashton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 8
Photographic prints by Ernest A. Ashton, W. Smedley Aston, James Auld, Charles Aylett and Paul Avis.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 9
Photographic prints by unknown photographers including paper prints and photogravures, ca. mid-19th century and later.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 10
Photographic prints by unknown photographers including paper prints and photogravures, ca. mid-19th century and later.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 11
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 12
Photographic prints by Barton Bachmann, Grete Bach, Baily, Herbert Bairstow and David Bailey.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 13
Photographic prints by Herbert Bairstow.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 14
Empty

XRP 15
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 16
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 17
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 18
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 19
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 20
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 21
Photographic prints by Emma Barton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 22
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 23
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 24
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 25
Photographic prints by John Bell, Walter Bennington, Henry Watson Bennett, E. Jeanne Bennett, Herbert Bell, Ian Beesley and Corelli Bere.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 26
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 27
Photographic prints by Violet Blaiklock.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 28
Photographic prints by Violet K. Blaiklock, James Black, Stuart Black and G. L. A Blair.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 29
Photographic prints by Bisson Freres, James Black, Edith Bjorkman, Walter Bird, Sdevard C. Bisserot and Birot.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 30
Photographic prints by Violet Blaiklock, including Dufaycolour prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 31
Photographic prints by Violet Blaiklock, 1 album of Dufaycolour transparencies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 32
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 34
Photographic prints by Samuel Bourne, Wynn Bullock, Bill Brandt, Alfred and Marie Bracewell, Burgess and Grimwood, Brunner and Co, Bourne and Shepherd, G.B Brusa, J. Bushby and Burton Brothers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 35
Photographic prints by Charles Borup.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 36
Photographic prints by Charles Borup, E. S. Booty, Bool and Dixon and Nickolas Boris.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 37
Photographic prints by Francesca Bostwick, Helen. H Bothe, Margaret Bourke-White, Samuel Bourne, Bourne and Shepherd, Bolwell Studio and Edward Bowman.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 38
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 39
Photographic prints by George Bunzl.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 40
Photographic prints by Pamela Booth.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 41
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 42
Photographic prints by Philip Bull, Don Buer, G. B. Brusa and Jan Bulhak.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 43
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 44
Photographic prints by Annie Brigman, W. Foster Brigham, Brodrick, Dr Brittan Brodrick.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 45
Photographic prints by George Bunzl, including 34 photographic prints with portraits of indigenous peoples from Peru, Guatemala, Mexico and Ecuador.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 46
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 47
Photographic prints by Walter Bird, James Black and George Bunzl.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 48
Photographic prints by Larry Burrows (1926 – 1971), and Adolphe Burrows.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 49
Photographic prints by Tony Boxall and L. W. Burrell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 50
Photographic prints by Walter Bird, full length and 3/4 length portraits and fancy-dress shots, in colour.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 50A
Photographic prints by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905) including original envelopes for negatives.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 50B
Photographic prints by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 51
Photographic prints by Walter Bird.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 51A
Photographic prints by Walter Bird.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 51B
Photographic prints by Walter Bird.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 52
Photographic prints by Walter Bird and Erich Bauer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 53
Photographic portraits by Walter Bird.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 54
Photographic prints by Walter Bird.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 55
Photographic prints by Walter Bird.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 56
Photographic portraits by Walter Bird.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 57
Photographic prints by Walter Bird featuring nudes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 58
Photographic prints by Walter Bird, in colour.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 59
Photographic prints by Walter Bird, in colour.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 60
Photographic prints by F. Bruckmann depicting the Oberammergau Passion play, 1900 - 1910.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 61
Photographic prints by Arnold E. Brookes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 62
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 63
Photographic prints by F. Bruckmann of the Oberammergau Passion play. Named ‘Box 2’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 64
Photographic prints by Beken of Cowes Ltd, famed for marine and yacht photography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 65
Photographic prints by F.W. Bond featuring photographs of animals ca. 1930s. This box also includes documentation and is part of the John Lewis donation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 66
Photographic prints by F.W. Bond featuring photographs of animals ca. 1930s. Part of the John Lewis donation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 67
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 68
Photographic prints by F.W. Bond featuring photographs of animals ca. 1930s. Part of the John Lewis donation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 69
Photographic prints by Percy Norman Button. Part of the P.N. Button donation, box 6 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 70
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 10 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 71
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 7 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 72
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 8 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 73
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 2 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 74
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 1 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 75
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 3 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 76
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 4 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 77
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 5 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 78
Photographic prints from the Percy Norman Button donation, box 9 of 10.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 79
Photographic prints by Lock and Whitfield, ‘Men of Mark’ collection of woodburytypes, ca. 1876.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 80
Photographic prints by Lock and Whitfield, ‘Men of Mark’ collection of woodburytypes, ca. 1876.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 81
Photographic prints by Lock and Whitfield, ‘Men of Mark’ collection of woodburytypes, ca. 1876.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 82
Photographic prints by Lock and Whitfield, ‘Men of Mark’ collection of woodburytypes, ca. 1876.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 83
Photographic prints by Lock and Whitfield, ‘Men of Mark’ collection of woodburytypes, ca. 1876.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 84
Photographic prints by Will Cadby, Carine Cadby and Paul Caffell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 85
Photographic prints by H. H. Cameron.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 86
Photographic portraits by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), including Charles Darwin, Sir John Herschel, Robert Browning, Lord Alfred Tennyson, Watts and Samuel Wilberforce.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 87
Photographic portraits by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), including Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, the Cameron family and Sir Henry Taylor. Also includes images taken in Ceylon and Abyssinia.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 88
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 89
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 90
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 91
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 92
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 93
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 94
Photographic prints by
Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), including a child study of Florence Fisher.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 95
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 96
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 97
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 98
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 99
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 100
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 101
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879) including images of young women and single figures showing the head and shoulders.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 102
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), including images of young women and single figures.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 103
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879). This box includes miscellaneous loose album leaves.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 104
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), from Alfred Tennyson’s ‘Idylls of the King’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 105
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 106
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 107
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 108
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 109
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 110
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 111
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 112
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 113
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 114
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 115
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 116
Photographic prints by Lewis Carroll (1832-1898).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 117
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 118
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 119
Photographic prints by Thomas Carlyle, A.A. Campbell’s images of Swinton, Earl of Carnarvon and Helen Campbell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 120
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 121
Photographic prints by G.V. Clark and William Archer Clark.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 122
Photographic prints by William Archer Clark, G. Aubourne Clarke and Trevor Church.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 123
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 124
Photographic prints by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), including his vortographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 125
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 126
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 127
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 128
Photographic prints by Bertram Cox.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 129
Photographic prints by Bertram Cox.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 130
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 131
Photographic prints by Bertram Cox and J. Crowther Cox.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 132
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 133
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 134
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 135
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 136
Photographic prints by Gordon Crocker.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 137
Photographic prints by G.V. Clark and various unidentified photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 138
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 139
Photographic prints by Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879). Note these are modern sepia toned copies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 140
Photographic prints by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), from the Hillelson Collection. This box includes documents and letters.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 141
Photographic prints by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), from the Hillelson collection. This box includes negatives, documentation and letters.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 142
Photographic prints by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), from the Hillelson collection.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 143
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, includes photographs of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 144
Photographic prints by Harry W. Cox, includes an empty frame and a drawing.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 145
Photographic prints by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), from the Hillelson collection. This box includes letters, negatives and documentation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 146
Photographic prints by Helen Campbell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 147
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 148
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 149
Photographic prints by Mark Oliver Dell (1883-1959), including prints, catalogues and letters.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 150
Photographic prints by Mark Oliver Dell (1883-1959), donated by T.I. Williams, includes photographs and journals.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 150A
Photographic prints by Mark Oliver Dell (1883-1959), donated by T.I Williams.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 151
Photographic prints by George Davison and Chas H. Davis.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 152
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 153
Photographic prints by W.J. Day.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 154
Photographic prints by W.J. Day.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 155
Photographic prints by W.J. Day.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 156
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 157
Photographic prints by Marjorie I. Dean.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 158
Photographic prints by A.C.H. Dean and Marjorie I. Dean.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 159
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 160
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 161
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 162
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 163
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 164
Photographic prints by Mark Oliver Dell F.R.P.S.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 165
Photographic prints by Mark Oliver Dell F.R.P.S.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 166
Photographic prints by Lionel E. Day.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 167
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 168
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 169
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 170
Photographic prints by Dr Diamond.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 171
Photographic prints by Mafatlal G. Dudhia.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 172
Photographic cyanotypes by John Patrick Dugdale.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 173
Photographic prints by Maxime Du Camp and Captain J. Durward.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 174
Photographic prints by Robert Demachy (1859–1936) and Dr Diamond.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 175
Photographic prints by W. J. Day with inventory no's 20628 – 20641.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 176
Photographic prints by W. J. Day with inventory no's 20642 – 20654.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 177
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day, marked as 'Box 3', with RPS no's 3506-3523.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 178
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day, marked as ‘Box 2’, with RPS no’s 3487-3504.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 179
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day with RPS no’s 3525-3552.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 180
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day with RPS no’s 3554-3580.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 181
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day, marked as ‘Box 1’, with RPS no’s 3521-3522.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 182
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 183
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 184
Photographic prints by Harold E. Edgerton (1903-1990), Germeshausen and Grier Edgerton, José Ortiz-Echagüe, Walter Easton, F. C. Earl, Mary C. Eames, John B. Eaton and Eddowes Co. Inc.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 185
Photographic prints by Alfred Eisenstaedt, Rudolf Eickemeyer, Daisy Eddis-Spence, Catharine Edmunds, Ernest Edwards and Waldemar Eide of Stavanger. This box also includes a Time Magazine article on Margaret Bourke-White.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 186
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 187
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 188
Photographic prints by Frederick H. Evans (1853-1943).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 189
Photographic prints by Frederick H. Evans (1853-1943).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 190
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 191
Photographic prints by Fred Holland Day, marked as ‘Day Box 6’, with RPS no’s 3581-3595, plus five portraits, including Crucifixion and Entombment.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 192
Photographic prints by Frederick H. Evans (1853-1943).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 193
Photographic prints by Frederick H. Evans (1853-1943).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 194
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 195
Photographic prints by Frederick H. Evans (1853-1943), including 2 prints from the National Photographic Record donated by John Wall, ca. 1993.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 196
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 197
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 198
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 199
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 200
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children and a pictoral portrait of Sidney Evans.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 201
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 202
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children and landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 203
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 204
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 205
Photographic prints by Clayton Evans, including portraits of children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 206
Photographic prints by Howard Farmer, Marcia Fairbairn, Harvey A. Falk and Guy. B. Farrar.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 207
Photographic prints by Adolf Fassbender.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 208
Photographic prints by Adolf Fassbender, Gertrude Fehr and G. Faux.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 209
Photographic prints by Herbert Felton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 210
Photographic prints by Herbert Felton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 211
Photographic prints by Herbert Felton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 219
Photographic prints by Mo Fini, 3 prints by Terry Fincher, Emil Frechon and paper negatives by Thomas Fall. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 220
Photographic prints by Eric Freeborn, including images of London docks, London street scenes, a London panorama, the 1953 coronation, children receiving UV treatment and factory workers. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 221
Photographic prints by Mike Feldman. There are 48 items which include 46 photographic prints, lecture notes and a letter. The prints feature South Africa, Lesotho and the Johannesburg Photo Club. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 222
Photographic prints by Emil Frechon. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 223
Photographic contact sheets by Emil Frechon, named as ‘Box 2’ with no’s 23405 – 23438. Subjects depicted include fishing scenes, rural and village scenes, market and harbour scenes and a girl with a pig. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 224
Number not used

XRP 225
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box includes the Crimean War album and loose prints. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 226
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains an album and prints of Russia.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 227
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains landscapes by Fenton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 228
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains landscapes by Fenton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 229
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 230
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains photographs of cathedrals by Fenton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 231
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains photographs of the British Museum by Fenton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 232
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 233
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains an album of landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 234
Photographic prints by Mike Gray, John Gunston, J. W. Gutch, and H. Guthman. The salt prints by Mike Gray are from the original William Henry Fox Talbot negatives.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 235
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 236
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 237
Photographic prints by Von Gloeden and Emme Gerhard.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 238
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 239
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 240
Photographic prints by Joseph Gale, marked as 'Box 5'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 241
Photographic prints by Sudershan Kumar Gajree.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 242
Photographic prints by Andre Gnaegi.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 243
Photographic prints by Joseph Gale, marked as ‘Box 2’, including landscapes with some figures.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 244
Photographic prints by Joseph Gale, marked as ‘Box 3’, featuring images of buildings.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 245
Photographic prints by Joseph Gale, marked as ‘Box 7’, with miscellaneous items relating to Joseph Gale.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 246
Photographic prints by Joseph Gale, marked as ‘Box 1’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 247
Photographic prints by Joseph Gale, marked as ‘Box 4’, featuring landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 248
Photographic prints by Norman Gryspeerdt.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 249
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains photographs of still lifes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 250
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains photographs of the British Museum and landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 251
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains photographs of abbeys and cathedrals.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 252
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains 49 albumen prints of various abbeys.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 253
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains photographs of castles - Balmoral, Windsor, Lancaster, Richmond. Palaces - Hampton Court and Buckingham Palace. Monuments - Hyde Park Corner.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 254
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains 24 albumen prints of Stoneyhurst School, Oxford Colleges and the Houses of Parliament.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 255
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains 27 photographs of mansions, gardens and public buildings. Also contained is one print which was originally attributed to Fenton, but has now been established as being by Robert Howlett.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 256
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 257
Photographic prints by
Roger Fenton (1819-1869) British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains photographic portraits of royalty.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 258
Photographic prints by
Roger Fenton (1819-1869) British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 259
Photographic prints by
Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains an album of Moscow. The box is marked ‘WF45’ and ‘ALB 44’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 260
Photographic prints by
Roger Fenton (1819-1869), British photographer instrumental in the founding of the RPS, and considered one of the first war photographers. This box contains an album of photographs of cathedrals.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 261
Photographic prints by Margaret Harker, including two portraits of a bird and drapery.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 262
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 263
Photographic prints by Shirley M. Hall, J. Ainger Hall, F. Hall, Clive B. Harrison, Grant M. Haist and Nic Hale.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 264
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 265
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 266
Photographic prints by H. Wadsworth Hayward, E. H. Hazell, Anny Heimann and Dora Head.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 267
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 268
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 269
Photographic prints by E. Heimann, 6 modern sepia toned reprints by James Helme, also photographs by Morgan Heiskell, Walter E. Higham and George H. High.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 270
Photographic prints by David Octavius Hill, Hill and Adamson and A.W. Hill.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 271
Photographic prints by A. W. Hill.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 272
Photographic prints by Alfred Horsley Hinton, including prints and a portfolio. This box also contains photographs by Geraldine Hilmer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 273
Photographic prints by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. The box contains loose prints and an album, which was purchased by the Pictorial Group in 1929.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 274
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 275
Photographic prints by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson, including prints by unidentified Scottish photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 276
Photographic prints by Theo and Oscar Hofmeister, O. Hofsrud and Alfred Horsley Hinton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 277
Photographic prints by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 278
Photographic prints by Frederick Hollyer, E. O. Hoppé, R. Holland and Nancy Honey.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 279
Photographic prints by Frederick Hollyer (1838-1933).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 280
Photographic prints by Roy Hudson and Mary Sayer Hammond, and paper negatives of the Great Exhibition by Nicolaas Henneman.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 281
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 282
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 283
Photographic prints by Richard N. Haile FRPS. This box includes 22 photographic portraits, ca. 1920s - 1940s. The box is marked ‘Haile acquisition box A’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 284
Photographic prints by Richard N. Haile FRPS. This box includes portraits, negatives and press clippings. The box is marked ‘Haile acquisition box B’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 285
Photographic prints by Thomas Henshall featuring flowers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 286
Photographic prints by Thomas Henshall featuring flowers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 287
Photographic prints by Donald S. Herbert of portraits and architecture.
20658 - 20687
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 288
Photographic prints by Ernest Heimann of landscapes, architecture and wildlife.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 289
Photographic prints by Ernest Heimann.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 290
Photographic prints by Thomas Henshall featuring flowers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 291
Photographic prints by Thomas Henshall featuring flowers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 292
Photographic prints by James Helme. Three albums of 35mm negatives. These feature images of nature, architecture, wildlife, agriculture, and rural scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 293
Photographic prints by W. H. Hoather, including prints and documentation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 294
Photographic prints by A.C. Hugh. This box includes exhibition prints of Norway, nature, architecture and landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 295
Photographic prints by A. C. Hugh. This box includes exhibition prints of nature, landscapes, rural scenes, people, architecture and transport.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 296
Photographic prints from the Cyril Howe auction depicting group portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 297
Photographic prints from the Cyril Howe auction including portraits of men.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 298
Photographic prints from the Cyril Howe purchase.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 299
Photographic prints by Dr W. H. F. Hilton. Subjects depicted include soundwaves - photographs, correspondence and documentation. Box is marked '1 of 2'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 300
Photographic prints from the Hurter and Driffield archive, includes photographs, records and actinography readings.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 301
Photographic prints by Lysbeth A. Humphrey, featuring ecclesiastical architectural photography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 302
Photographic prints by Brian Heseltine. Portraits of Bath celebrities.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 303
Photographic prints by Norman Hill, Charles F. Inston, M. N. Iwashita, Olga Irish, Kathleen Iddon, Milton Inman, William Ingram and Howard Instead.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 304
Photographic prints by the Hay Wrightson Studio, including an album of Queen Mary.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 305
Photographic prints by Charles Job, featuring landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 306
Photographic prints by James Jarché (1890-1965), W. H. Jackson, H. Jenkinson, John Dudley Johnson, Martin Jacolette, Rene Jacques and G. Jaconelli. This box includes a portrait of James Jarché (1890-1965), George Bernard Shaw and Bob Epstein. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 307

XRP 308
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. Featuring landscapes, nature, towns, people, seascapes, lakes, rural scenes and architecture. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 309
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. Featuring landscapes, architecture, travel and nudes. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 310
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 311
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. This box includes archival material from the ‘rare book room’, ports, and a photo kiosk series. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 312
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 313
Photographic prints by U. Stephen Johnson, Charles Johnson, Charles Job and C. W. Johnson
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 314
Portfolio of non-photographic material - engravings by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 315
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. Archival material ‘(B) Photo album Germany 1896’ and miscellaneous items.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 316
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. This box mostly contains landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 317
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. This box mostly contains early prints, which are mostly duplicates, and landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 318
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955) and Dr. S. D. Jouhar. This box mostly contains nudes, portraits and portraits of John Dudley Johnston.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 319
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. Archival material marked ‘box G’ including a portfolio of portraits, album, photographs, negatives, envelopes and miscellaneous material.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 320
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. Archival material marked ‘box F’ containing prints, slides, a family album, a Norway album and glass based objects (negatives and autochromes).
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 321
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 322
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. Archival material marked as ‘Box H’, includes framed prints, a Norway album, a carte de visite album, an envelope marked ‘fragile’ containing prints and a damaged daguerreotype.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 323
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. This box contains one photographic album.

XRP 324
Material connected to John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. This box contains archival material including documents, autotype notes from 1878-1894, autotype company history and an A-Z exhibition leaflet.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 325
Photographic prints by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. This box contains archival material including an album of Germany.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 326
Photographic prints of landscapes by Fred Judge.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 327
Photographic prints by Fred Judge, includes Sussex landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 328
Photographic prints by Fred Judge. This box includes photographs of landscapes, flowers, agriculture and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 329
Photographic prints by Fred Judge. This box includes photographs of landscapes, rural and agriculture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 330
Photographic prints by Fred Judge. This box includes photographs of 53 prints of Hastings, 1917-1918.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 331
Photographic negatives by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905)
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 332
Photographic negatives by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905)
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 333
Photographic negatives by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905), paper negatives with no’s 18018 – 18497.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 334
Photographic negatives by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905), paper negatives with no’s 18500 – 18999. This box includes negatives of landscapes, trees, ecclesiastical architecture, stately homes and castles.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 335
Photographic negatives by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905), paper negatives with no’s 19990 – 20211. This box includes negatives of trees, landscapes and ecclesiastical architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 336
Photographic negatives by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905) paper negatives with no’s 19000 – 19498.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 337
Photographic negatives by George Fowler Jones (1818-1905), paper negatives with no’s 19502 – 19899. This box includes negatives of landscapes, nature, trees and architecture. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 338
Photographic prints by Don Jarvis. Box marked ‘overflow’, includes books, documents, prints and LP covers. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 339
Photographic prints by Fred Judge, ‘London by night’ including 18 prints and 5 original mounts. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 340
Photographic prints by Don Jarvis, including advertising and fashion shots, ca. 1960s. Box also includes a copy of ‘Cameras and Equipment’, 25th November 1960. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 341
Photographic prints by Don Jarvis, 43 black and white prints including fashion and advertising photographs, ca. 1960s. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 342
Photographic prints by Dr B. Juneaux, featuring fruit and vegetables. An example of a 1903 Juneaux process, 1 frame and glazed print. CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 343
Photographic prints by Marion Joll, 1 album with 24 camera portraits. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 344
Photographic prints by Roland Jonas, ARPS. This box includes 38 prints, documentation and a plastic wallet of negatives. Subjects depicted include Peru, Highlands, Yugoslavia, East Africa, London and portraits.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 345
Photographic prints by Chapman Jones and Percy W. Harris. This box includes Chapman Jones archival material, prints, envelopes, documentation, correspondence, 1898 Astronomical spectroscopy test prints and 2 prints found with Percy W. Harris material.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 346
Photographic prints by Chapman Jones including portraits, children and landscapes. Box also includes some correspondence.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 347
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 348
Photographic prints by Yousuf Karsh. This box includes 36 portraits of writers, artists, photographers, politicians, composers, philosophers, historians, scientists, musicians and Royalty.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 349
Photographic prints by Gertrude Kasebier, Stanley A. Catcher and C. David Kay. 30 prints including portraits, landscapes, nature, architecture, the River Thames and ecclesiastical subjects.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 350
Photographic prints by C. David Kay and W. R. Kay, 21 prints including landscapes, portraits, rural scenes, nature, nautical scenes, maritime, architecture and ecclesiastical subjects.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 351
Photographic prints by Yousuf Karsh. 11 prints including portraits of composers, politicians, refugees, scientists, ballerinas, architects and singers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 352
Photographic prints by Yousuf Karsh. 14 portraits including a psychoanalyst, an artist, a writer, a scientist, an astronaut, the Pope, a politician and a dancer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 353
Photographic prints by Herta Klose, S. G. Kimber, Rudolf Koppitz, Sam J. Khambatta (President of the Photographic Society of India), Hiromu Kira, Sidney Kimber, Edmund Kesting, T. W Kilmer, Charles Kendall, Harold Kells, R. C. M. Kermode, Killick and Abbot, Rudolf Kessler and Peter Keverne. 38 prints including portraits, nautical and maritime scenes, landscapes, architecture, ecclesiastical details, nudes, nature and wildlife.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 354
Photographic prints by C. Barrow Keene, Datta Khopker, Corbin Kohn, Joseph T. Keiley, Jeannette Klute, George Kikin, Minna Keene, Richard Keene, J. W. Knight, John T. Knight, Knighton and Cutts, S. K. Koparkar, Olga Von Koncz, Hugo Keil, F. D. Koerber and Frank W. Knight. 46 prints of subjects including the USSR, India, Africa, Malaysia, the Black Sea, portraits, nature, animals, geology, sailing, fruit, livestock, basket weaving, motherhood, fashion, architecture, ecclesiastical subjects, seascapes, sailing, stately home interiors and dancing.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 355
Photographic prints by Herbert Bairstow, Alexander Keighley, Joseph Koudelka, Heinrich Kuhn, K. L. Kothay, Munemitsu Kusada, Eugene Kovkov, Alex J. Krupy and D. Kummer. 39 prints, with subjects including 11 unidentified seaside snapshots, 1 letter from K. L Kothay, portraits, seaside scenes, maritime scenes, nature, trees, farming, herding, wildlife, flowers, Egypt, the Sphinx, landscape, boating, Italy, fruit, still lifes, India, Jain monks, Japan, horse racing, camels, the USSR, food, dogs, train carriages, mountains, Gypsies, smoking and children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 356
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley. 21 prints, with subjects including nature, trees, landscape, barges, Algeria, mountains, markets, architecture, Eilean Donan Castle, Scotland, the City of David, Jerusalem, excavations, churches, palaces, Gypsies, a religious procession, Jesus Christ, Spain, Catholicism, religion, shrines and sheep.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 357
Photographic prints by Derrick Knight Hon FRPS. This box includes nine prints, two negatives and one print of Derrick Knight. Subjects depicted include portraits, Egypt, Vietnam, Venezuela, Indonesia, Japan, Borneo and Malaysia
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 358
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley. 12 prints of subjects including landscapes, portraits, barges, farming, architecture, Catholicism, the Madonna, a sailing ship, Tangiers, gardens, wildlife and horses.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 359
Photographic prints by Arnold Longman. 49 prints of subjects including portraits, children, Bath, architecture, conductors, flowers and a graduation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 360
Photographic print by Minna Keene, 'Pomegranates'.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 361
Photographic prints by Arthur J. Kelmsley. 18 prints with subjects including the British Airports Authority, British Airways, Lufthansa, airplane hangars, Qantas and Concorde.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 362
Photographic prints by Peter Lavery, including two platinum prints of Magnum photographers. This box also includes prints by Paul Lamboit, Herbert Lambert, Percy Lankester, Jan Lauschmann, Hans Lauterbach, Ergy Landau, Sophie Lauffer, Douglas Lawson, Jean Lattes and E. B. Lang. Subjects depicted include the orchestra, portraits, composers, nature, corn fields, family photographs, Malcolm Sargent, nurses, clouds, the countryside, trees, nature, cliffs, children, cafes, umbrellas, cells, feathers, hummingbirds, crystals, seeds and fleas.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 363
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 364
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 365
47 Photographic prints by J. Harold Leighton and Ernest Letten.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 366
17 Photographic prints of London by Bedford Lemere.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 367
47 Photographic prints by Herbert Lambert, H. Mortimer Lamb, R. H Lawton, Jean Lacroix, Warren R. Laitey, E. D Lacey and C. H Lawson. This box also contains some documentation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 368
Photographic prints of London by H. Bedford Lemere.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 369
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 370
Photographic prints by J. D. Llewelyn, Francis Lockey, Paolo Lombardi, M. Lotze and unknown photographers. 80 prints with subjects including nature, trees, portraits, gardens, animals, taxidermy, Vienna, architecture, Bath, Caswell Bay, Tenby and Wales.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 371
Photographic prints by A. H Lockington, Lloyd (of Natal), J. Furley Lewis, Percy Lewis, Liu Shu Chong, Dr Brittan, F. R Logan, Otto Litzel, Lo Tak-Cho, Henry Little, J. Ghislain Lootens, C. Stanton Loeber, Lock and Whitfield, Lowden, Alfred Herbert Lisett and the Lockington Portfolio which includes 43 prints. Subjects depicted include portraits, landscapes, castles, seascapes, Ghana, plants, Bristol docks, London, Manhattan, cityscapes, tower blocks, Venice, Italy, politicians, the Labour party, Polish ministers, America, the Lincoln monument and the orchestra.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 372
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 373
Photographic prints by H. W Honess Lee and Malcolm Lee Lyons. 33 prints including portraits, nature, trees, mountains, villages, the Balkans, Turkey, architecture, ruins, Austria, rivers, waterfalls, countryside, arches and mosques.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 374
Photographic prints by Paul Martin. Subjects depicted include street scenes, London, the seaside, cottages, landscapes, animals, countryside, rivers, fishermen, cows, farms, Switzerland, Lynmouth, Devon, boats, mountains, River Thames, gardens, camping, London Zoo, Channel Islands, Hastings, Royal yacht Alberta, Queen Victoria's funeral, motorcars and sailing.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 375
Photographic prints by H. F. Low. This box includes prints, negatives and glass negatives. Also included is correspondence with PGR regarding a donation from the Norfolk Archaeological Unit, December 1987.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 376
Photographic prints by Long Chin-San (Lang Jingshan). 40 prints with subjects including landscapes, riverside scenes, waterfalls, lakes, boats, trees, China, mountains, pagodas, birds, deer, ducks, clouds and fishing.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 377
Photographic prints by Long Chin-San (Lang Jingshan). 9 prints with subjects including China, landscapes, pagodas, mountains, birds, sea, wildlife, nature, lions and boats.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 378
Photographic prints by J. E. M. depicting the Battle of Pieters. This box also contains photographs by Pirie Macdonald.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 379
Photographic prints by Pirie Macdonald.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 380
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 380A
Photographic prints by Paul Martin, including toned copy prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 381
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 382
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 383
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 384
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 385
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 386
Photographic prints by Alfred Maskell, F. Mortimer, M. Marynowicz and C. S. Martz.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 387
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 388
Photographic prints by Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 389
Photographic prints by J. C. S Mummery.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 390
Photographic prints by J. C. S. Mummery.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 391
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 392
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 393
Photographic prints by H.T Malby. Images copied from a photogravure.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 394
Photographic prints by J. A. Mew.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 395
Photographic prints by H.T. Malby and J. A. Mew. This box also holds documentation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 396
Photographic prints by Emil Mayer, includes 23 bromoil transfer prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 397
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 398
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box includes Mayfair portraits, hand coloured Volpott photographs. Subject depicted include babies and children, ca. 1920s-1930s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 399
13 photographic prints by Oscar Marzaroli.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 400
Photographic prints by Angus McBean. This box includes 5 contact sheets and 30 black and white theatrical prints. Marked as ‘Box C’
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 401
Photographic prints by Angus McBean, black and white theatrical prints. Marked as ‘box B’
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 402
Photographic prints by Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944), this box includes a bromide print from 1911.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 403
Photographic prints by Paul Martin. These are modern toned prints from an exhibition by Coe and Kingsley.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 404
Photographic prints by Paul Martin. These are modern toned prints from an exhibition by Coe and Kingsley.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 405
Photographic prints by Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944), including black and white seascapes. Marked as ‘box 2’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 406
Photographic prints by Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944), including black and white seascapes. Marked as ‘box 1’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 407
Photographic prints by Rosalind Maingot. This box includes transparencies, negatives and 60 glass stereo slides. Subjects depicted include nudes and still life. Marked as ‘box 3’.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 408
Photographic prints by Rosalind Maingot. This box includes prints, negatives and transparencies. Marked as ‘box 1’. Subjects depicted include nudes, medical, still life, male and female portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 409
Photographic prints by Rosalind Maingot. This box includes 16 boxes of transparencies and glass stereo slides, 1 large envelope of transparencies, 13 medium sized envelopes and 2 transparencies in individual envelopes.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 410
23 photographic prints by Gisela Markham-Szanto.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 411
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941) including images of the Boer War. Marked as ‘box 1’ with prints 1 – 121.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 412
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941) including images of the Boer War. Marked as ‘box 3’ with prints 243 – 370.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 413
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941) including images of the Boer War.
Marked as ‘box 2’ with prints 122 – 242.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 414
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941), including 1 photographic album and 1 letter from the Imperial War Museum to Horace Nicholls, 1919. Also includes a WW1 "private album" containing 674 prints (Britain, women, steel industry and US troops), with no’s 12069 – 12743.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 415
Photographic prints by Richard Nutt and Horace Nicholls (1867-1941).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 416
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 417
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 418
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 419
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941), including images of South Africa.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 420
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941). This box includes prints and an album of prints of Derby Day and a royal visit to an army clothing factory.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 421
8 photographic prints by John Nicholson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 422
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941), including an album of newspaper cuttings including reports on the Boer War and Horace Nicholls’ life.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 423
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941). This box includes a print, a polaroid and eight empty envelopes of Boer War contact prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 424
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941). This box includes prints, negatives, contact sheets, photo albums, catalogues, a book and ephemera. Subjects depicted include the Boer War, South Africa, Derby Day and Royal Ascot.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 425
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941). This box includes two photo albums. Subjects depicted include the struggle for supremacy in South Africa 1899-1900, Boer military companies, Johannesburg, Dundee, Ladysmith (October 5th - 26th), Battle of Ladysmith, East London, Queens town and Cape Town. No’s 11799 - 11904 and 11905 – 11990.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 426
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941) including a photo album. Subjects depicted include Johannesburg under the Union Jack, military scenes, Paardekop and Ladysmith.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 427
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 428
Photographic prints by Horace Nicholls (1867-1941).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 429
Photographic prints by H. Gordon Palmer and Arthur Palmer. This box includes prints and correspondence, with letters from Judy Palmer concerning Arthur Palmer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 430
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 431
Photographic prints by F. Oakes Smith. This box includes 11 photo albums and slide lecture notes titled ‘Guideless climbing in the Engadine and Bergel’ and ‘More climbing days’ and images of mountaineering.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 432
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 433
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 434
Photographic prints by the Photo Advertising Co, Photo-Gravure co, Stuyvesant Peabody, Jerome De Perlinghi, K. M. Parsons and Fred R. Peel. Subjects depicted include portraits, landscapes, nature, trees, seascapes and ecclesiastical subjects.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 435
Photographic prints by Yvonne Park, Josef Pesci, Bertram Park and Mania Pearson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 436
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 437
Photographic prints by Richard Polak.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 438
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 439
Photographic prints by Richard Polak. This box contains a photographic portfolio ‘Photographs from life in old Dutch Costume’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 440
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 441
Photographic prints by Georgia Procter-Gregg, Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929), Major C. Puyo, Sem Presser, Therese Le Prat, George F. Prior, T. E. Pratt and Dorothy Pratt. Subjects depicted include portraits, landscapes, nudes, nature, seascapes and animals.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 442
Photographic prints by Richard Polak. This box includes a photographic portfolio titled 'Photographs from Life in Old Dutch Costume'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 443
Photographic portfolio titled 'Photographic Art Treasures' 1856, published by the Photogalvano-graphic Company, 1857. This box includes prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), William Lake Price, Oliver Pike and Paul Pretsch.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 444
Photographic prints by Oliver G. Pike.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 445
Photographic prints by Oliver G. Pike.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 446
Photographic prints by Oliver G. Pike. Subjects depicted include animals, Quenden Felt and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 447
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 448
Photographic prints by William Arthur Poucher (1891-1988). Subjects depicted include mountains, the Lake District and Ireland.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 449
Photographic prints by Arthur H. Page.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 450
Photographic prints by Richard Polak, includes the series ‘Photographs from Life in Old Dutch Costume’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 451
Photographic prints by Ronald Procter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 452
Photographic prints by Ronald Procter, includes prints and documentation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 453
Photographic prints by Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 454
Photographic prints by Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929). Marked as ‘box 3/5’. This box includes colour prints, with a colour print on glass using Jumeaux process.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 455
Photographic prints by Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929). This box includes tri-colour carbro prints on glass and paper.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 456
Photographic prints by Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929). This box includes glazed colour prints.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 457
Photographic prints by Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929). UNAVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 458
Photographic prints by Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929). Marked as ‘box 5/5’. This box includes glazed prints.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 459
Photographic prints by Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929). This box includes glazed colour prints.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 460
Photographic prints by William J. Pilkington and Studio Sun. This box includes colour prints. Marked as ‘box 2’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 461
Photographic prints by William J. Pilkington and Studio Sun. Marked as ‘Box 3’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 462
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 463
Photographic prints by William J. Pilkington and Studio Sun. Marked as 'box 1'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 464
Photographic prints by James Ravilious.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 465
Photographic prints by Albert Renger-Patzsch.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 466
Photographic prints by Aage Remfeldt, J. C. A. Redhead, Freddie Reed, W. Lawrence Rea, Lord Redesdale, Baroness Riederer and Frank H. Read.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 467
Photographic prints by Tony Ray-Jones (1941-1972), English street photographer, including colour prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 468
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). These are platinum reprints by H. T. Malby and carbon reprints by Hector Maclean.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 469
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). The prints included are modern copies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 470
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). Marked as ‘overflow’. This box includes platinum prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 471
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). Marked as ‘overflow’. This box includes albumen prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 472
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). This box includes 'The Two Ways of Life', prints, two envelopes and an old label.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 473
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). These are carbon and platinum re-prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 474
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 475
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 476
Photographic prints by Curt Richter, Rimington, Ranald Rigby, William Ritasse and W. J. Roberts.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 477
Photographic prints by Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901), Houston Rogers, Ralph W. Robinson and James Robertson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 478
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 479
Photographic prints by Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901). This box includes one photographic album and one scrapbook, 'Scraps' dating January 1874 to December 1884 and 'Photographic album' dating from June 1858 to December 1883.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 480
Photographic prints by Arthur Rothstein. This box includes photo-journalism, USA, Xograph prints and Mexico.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 481
Photographic prints by Edward Ross. Subjects depicted include landscapes, nature and plants.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 482
Henry Peach Robinson’s (1830-1901) notebook from 1849.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 483
Photographic prints by A. H. Robinson and George Pollock. This box includes prints, documentation and panoramas.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 484
Photographic prints by A. H. Robinson, including prints and negatives.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 485
Photographic prints by Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901) and Ralph W. Robinson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 486
Photographic prints by Mayall’s, envelopes relating to James Glaisher, ‘Aerographs’ book, animal etchings by Fred E. Read.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 487
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of the theatre and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 488
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of the opera, ballet and press prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 489
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 490
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 491
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of the theatre and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 492
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of the theatre, opera, film and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 493
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of the theatre and ballet.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 494
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes prints and colour transparencies. Subjects depicted include theatre, ballet, portraits, landscapes and Westminster Abbey.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 495
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of portraits, theatre and ballet.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 496
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of portraits, opera, theatre and ballet.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 497
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of portraits, theatre, ballet and opera.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 498
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers. This box includes photographs of portraits, opera, theatre and ballet.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 499
Photographic prints by J. W. Ramsden. This box includes modern prints and original paper negatives from 1852. The photographs by J. W. Ramsden have been reprinted by A. J. Heal in 1952. Subjects depicted include British towns, industry, landscapes, churches and architecture. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 500
Photographic prints by Connie L. Regan. Subjects depicted include docks, boats, cranes and industry. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 501
Photographic prints by Hildagard Ries. This box includes slide film, 1966-1986. Subjects depicted include Europe, Italy, Turkey, Germany, London, Israel, USA, Egypt and India. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 502
Photographic prints by Hildagard Reis. This box includes colour slide film. Subjects depicted include Whitby, Norway, France, London, U.S.A, Greece, Israel and Egypt. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 503
Photographic prints by Marietta Ralli. Subjects depicted include portraits. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 504
Photographic prints by Hildegard Reis. This box includes colour slide film. Subjects depicted include Italy, U.S.A, Berlin, Paris, Canterbury, Bath, Greece, Denmark, Africa and Belgium. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 505
Large miscellaneous mounted works AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 506
Photographic prints by George Rodman. This box includes prints and notebooks and microscopic images. Subjects depicted include the house fly, blowfly, human flea, trapdoor spider’s nest, diatoms, algae, pollen grains and a coal section.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 507
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 508
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 509
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 510
Photographic prints by James Sinclair. Subjects depicted include landscapes, mountains, people, towns, villages, markets, cathedral, Egypt, France, Yorkshire, India, London, river, Netherlands, castles, countryside and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 511
Photographic prints by Edward Seymour. Subjects depicted include flowers, plants, fruit and still life.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 512
Photographic prints by Camille Silvy, Gerty Simon, Žorž Skrigin, James A. Sinclair, Rose Simmonds, Julian Smith, John G. St Aubyn and John Skara. Subjects depicted include landscapes, Chicago, skyscrapers, portraits, sea, sailing, London streets and sand dunes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 513
Photographic prints by Julian Smith, including portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 514
Photographic prints by Julian Smith, Kenneth Scowen and C. Smith. Subjects depicted include portraits, landscapes, sports, skiing, horse riding, rowing and athletics.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 515
Photographic prints by Julian Smith, including portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 516
Photographic prints by Joseph Swan, Gorgio Sommer and R. Smith. Subjects depicted include aerial photography, U.S.A, Amalfi, Italy, architecture, ecclesiastical subjects, mountains and countryside.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 517
Photographic prints by Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941), Howard Seymour Stern, Jan Sudek, Matthew Surface, C. Atkin Swan, S.M. Swenson, John Swannell and Studio Duric Ltd. Subjects depicted include portraits, landscapes, markets, Whitby, mountains, Calcutta, India, U.S.A, Prague, swans, copper and tin, fashion, snow and still life.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 518
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 519
Photographic prints by Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941). Subjects depicted include portraits, landscapes, seascapes, Whitby, docks, trees, fishermen and sailing boats.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 520
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 521
Photographic prints by H.S. Starnes, D.A. Spencer, Bessie Stanford, William A. Stewart, Ema Spencer, Mary St Albans, John Spiller and William Crookes, F. Spalding, Kate Smith, Stephen of Jersey, W.H. Stevens, Louis J. Steele, Alan Stobbs, Richard N. Speaight, Henry Stevens, Richard M. Stevens, J.B. Stansfield and Speaight Ltd. Subjects depicted include portraits, trees, landscapes, nature, woods, waterfall, cottages, sculptures, seascapes, nudes, cats, children, a solar eclipse, fountains, fishermen, a bazaar, oil refineries and Mexico.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 522
Photographic prints by Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941). Subjects depicted include portraits, children bathing, Whitby, docks, farmers and fishing boats.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 523
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 524
Photographic prints by Alfred Stieglitz (1864-1946), Skeen and Co., J.H. Slayers and John St Aubyn.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 525
Photographic prints by Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941). Subjects depicted include water rats (large format), portraits, landscapes, Whitby, fishermen, sea, children bathing, sailing ships, farming and the countryside.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 526
Photographic prints by Kate Smith. Subjects depicted include portraits, animals and fairy-tales.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 527
Photographic prints by Edward J. Steichen (1879-1973). Subjects depicted include portraits, theatre, nudes, Shakespeare and landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 528
Photographic prints by T. Lee Syms, Josephine H.B. Smith, E.H. Symmons and John Staples. Subjects depicted include portraits, ecclesiastical subjects, street scenes, landscapes, animals and children.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 529
Photographic prints by Edward J. Steichen (1879-1973). Marked as ‘Steichen exhibition (box 1)’. Subjects depicted include portraits, advertising, fashion, self-portrait and nudes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 530
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 531
Photographic portraits by Julian Smith.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 532
Photographic prints by Ritva Kovalainen and Pentti Sammallahti. This material was donated by Leena Saraste. The box includes a portfolio with 10 prints, 13 small animal prints, documentation and various pamphlets.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 533
Photographic prints by Graham Saxby and G.B. Shaw. This box includes three framed holograms, one empty frame and one light meter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 534
Photographic prints by Kenneth Scowen. Subjects depicted include landscapes, cityscapes and nature.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 535
Photographic prints by Kate Smith.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 536
Photographic prints by Julian Smith. This box includes two portfolios of prints titled ‘50 masterpieces of photography’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 537
Photographic prints by Jack Skeel. Marked as ‘box 1’, contains black and white prints, negatives, and a Great Western Railway map.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 538
Photographic prints by Jack Skeel. 25 prints showing rural scenes in China.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 539
Material connected to Dr D. A. Spencer. Marked as ‘box 1’. This box contains archival material, documentation, diaries, correspondence, black and white prints, one copy of 'The British Zone Review', newspaper clippings and R.A.F photography research. Subjects depicted include training and development, WW2 aerial photography, the Air Ministry, the army, the air force, aircraft and night reconnaissance.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 540
Material connected to Dr D. A Spencer. Marked as ‘box 2’. This box contains archival material, books, journals, magazines, newspapers, correspondence, documentation, reprints and lecture notes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 541
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 542
Material connected to Dr D. A. Spencer. Marked as ‘archive box 4’. This box includes documentation, correspondence, notebooks, a thesis and research journals.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 543
Photographic prints by Dr D. A Spencer. This box includes Vivex prints and colour prints. Subjects depicted include the crown jewels.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 544
Photographic prints by Dr D. A Spencer. Marked as ‘archive box 5’. This box contains prints, aerial photographs, box of 35mm glass slide film, a German state issued cigarette box, an envelope of Kodak prints titled ‘Germany 1945’, an envelope containing a Polaroid Vectograph and the 3D viewing glasses, and a filofax containing notes, prints, drawings, maps, clippings and assorted ephemera.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 545
Photographic prints by Henry Stevens. This box contains two large format framed black and white transparencies on glass, depicting flowers.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 546
Photographic prints by John G. St Aubyn. This box contains 47 bromoil prints. Subjects depicted include the British countryside and boats.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 547
Photographic prints by John G. St. Aubyn. This box contains 47 photographic prints and bromoil prints of Venice.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 548
Photographic prints by John G. St Aubyn. This box contains 20 photographic prints and bromoil prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 549
Photographic prints by Taber of San Francisco, G.E Thompson, Thorn of Bude, J. Kidson Taylor, Andre Thevenet, Stuart Taylor, Chloe Obolensky, Thomas Walter, Karl Tausig, Tchan Fou-Li, E. Johnson Taylor, Sam Thompson and J.H Thomas. Subjects depicted include agriculture, portraits, landscapes, rivers and industry.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 550
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 551
Photographic prints by Sam Thompson and Denis Thorpe. This box includes portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 552
Photographic prints of mountaineering by Pierre Tairraz.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 553
Photographic prints by N.A Tombazi. Prints and portfolio titled 'Photographs in Sikkim and the Alps'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 554
Photographic prints by B.B. Turner, E.S. Tompkins, Reverend Henry Tower, J.G. Tunny, Paul Truesdell, F. Trussler, G. Tschernochvostoff, F. Turgeon and Frederic G. Tutton. Subjects depicted include still life, flowers, portraits, landscapes and nautical scenes. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 555
Photographic prints by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). This box includes paper negatives and albumen prints. Subjects depicted include India, Burma, monuments, temples, landscapes, archaeological sites, a Pagoda, carving, lakes and architecture. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 556
Photographic prints by John Thomson. This box contains a photographic album titled 'China and its people', alongside loose pages from the album. CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 557
Photographic prints by Stephen H. Tyng, with some prints enlarged by A.C Banfield and Frederick G. Tutton. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 558
Photographic portraits by Stephen H. Tyng. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 559
Material relating to Benjamin Brecknell Turner (1815-1894). This box includes 142 empty paper envelopes that previously held large format paper negatives, mostly 15" X 12", made by B.B. Turner for Murray and Heath, about 1850-1860. Original contents listed on the inside of the lid and individual envelopes. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 560
Photographic prints and negatives by Benjamin Brecknell Turner (1815-1894). This box
contains large format waxed paper negatives and a print. Subjects depicted include
trees, landscape, agriculture and cottages. Note - This relates to XRP 559 which is a
wooden box containing empty paper envelopes which previously held the negatives in
XRP 560 and 561, the contents are listed on the inside of the lid.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 561
Photographic prints and negatives by Benjamin Brecknell Turner (1815-1894). This box
contains large format waxed paper negatives, 1 print and modern prints from original
negatives. Subjects depicted include trees, landscapes, architecture, villages, towns,
cottages and churches. Note - This relates to XRP 559 which is a wooden box containing
empty paper envelopes which previously held the negatives in XRP 560 and 561, the
contents are listed on the inside of the lid.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 562
Photographic prints by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). This box contains four
photographic albums, titled 'Photographs of Ryakotta and other places in Salem district',
'Photographs of Trichinopoly', 'Photographs of Tanjore' and 'Photographs of
Poodooocottah' and two mounted prints.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 563
Photographic prints by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). This box contains four
photographic albums, Madura albums I, II, III and IIII. Subjects depicted include India,
landscapes, architecture, monuments and archaeological sites.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 564
Photographic prints by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902) and Benjamin Brecknell
Turner (1815-1894). This box contains prints and waxed paper negatives. Subjects
depicted include India, Burma, landscapes, architecture, monuments, archaeological
sites and trees.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 565
Waxed paper negatives by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). Subjects depicted include the Madras residency, India, monuments, temples, landscapes, archaeological sites, Pagodas, carving, rivers, architecture, trees. *N.B. The numbers on each of the negatives correspond with the catalogue raisonné which can be found in XRP 567.*
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 566
Waxed paper negatives by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). Subjects depicted include Burma, monuments, temples, landscapes, archaeological sites, Pagodas, carving, rivers, architecture and trees. *N.B. The numbers on each of the negatives correspond with the catalogue raisonné which can be found in XRP 567.*
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 567
Catalogue raisonné of Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902) paper negatives. This is a folder an with extensive list of waxed paper negatives labelled "Waxed paper negatives of Halebid and the inscription at Tanjore, negatives to album prints and various others".
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 568
Photographic prints by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). This box contains prints, Subjects depicted include India, Burma, monuments, landscapes, temples, archaeological sites, Pagoda, carving, architecture, decorative objects, weapons, armour, wall painting, trees and the H.M.S Duke of Wellington.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 569
Photographic prints by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). This box contains duplicates of the album prints. Subjects depicted include India, Megalithic forts, Rock Fort temple, temples, monuments, landscapes, archaeological sites, Pagodas, carving, rivers, architecture and trees.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 570
Waxed paper negatives by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902). Subjects depicted include Mysore, India, monuments, temples, landscapes, archaeological sites, Pagodas, carving, rivers, architecture and trees. *N.B. The numbers on each of the negatives correspond with the catalogue raisonné which can be found in XRP 567.*
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 571
Waxed paper negatives by Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902) during his Madras residency. Subjects depicted include India, monuments, temples, landscapes, archaeological sites, Pagodas, carving, rivers, architecture and trees. *N.B. The numbers on each of the negatives correspond with the catalogue raisonné which can be found in XRP 567.*
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 572
Photographic prints by Ronald Thompson. Subjects depicted include nature, birds, fish, owls, bats, nests and rivers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 573
Photographic prints by F.C. Tilney. This box contains a portfolio of prints and paintings and an accompanying manuscript for a lecture titled 'Pictorialism according to painters and photographers', and some modern prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 574
Photographic prints by Barrie Thomas. This box contains colour prints of mannequins.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 575
Photographic prints by A.G. Tagliaferro. This box contains 'Southern Studies', 12 photogravures from negatives, 1 portfolio cover and the frontispiece.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 576
Photographic prints by Bill Wisden.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 577
Five exhibition frames for photoglyphic engravings by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 578
Material relating to William Henry Fox Talbot. This box contains an empty envelope that previously contained an album of reproductions, modern reproduction prints, old catalogue entries, old envelopes with notes in John Dudley Johnston’s handwriting, various ephemera relating to William Henry Fox Talbot, including 'The Photographic Journal', 'American Photographer' magazines, magazine articles and papers.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 579
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot. These prints are copies by Brian Coe. This box also contains photographs of the exhibition at Lacock, 1951.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 580
Material relating to William Henry Fox Talbot. This box contains one bound copy of 'The Pencil of Nature' and one copy of 'The Pencil of Nature' with text only and no photographic plates, 1844. The first fascicle, fascicle 2, fascicle 3 (includes notice to the reader), fascicle 4, fascicle 5 and fascicle 6.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 581
William Henry Fox Talbot archival material. This box contains Talbot's notebook, 1849, correspondence, Talbot's notebooks hand copied by John Dudley Johnson (1868-1955) from 1806-1875, 1834-1844, papers, paper samples, newspaper clippings, articles, pamphlet 'Proceedings of The Royal Society', pamphlet 'The process of Calotype photogenic drawing, Royal Society, 1841', pamphlet 'Sun pictures in Scotland...Twenty-three photographic views in Scotland', a pamphlet 'Just published, part 1 of The Pencil of Nature', books including 'Photographic Manipulation, containing Simple and practical details of the most improved processes of photogenic drawing, the Daguerreotype and Calotype' 1843, 'Plain directions for obtaining photographic cinctures by the calotype, energiatype, and other processes on paper',1847 and 'Photography', 1847. Also contains a packet of iodised paper.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 582
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 583
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot and Nicholas Henneman. This box contains framed material including one framed William Henry Fox Talbot print that was mistaken for the work of Thomas Wedgewood, one framed print, one collodion positive taken on April 8th 1842, copied by Nicholas Henneman, two framed prints and a leather encased print by Nicholas Hennemann.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 584
Photographic prints and photoglyphs by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 585
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot. This box contains four albums of calotypes, including 'Sun Pictures in Scotland', 1845, and 'The Pencil of Nature'. This box also includes catalogue notes and a condition report from 1978.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 586
This box contains calotypes, prints, etchings and waxed paper negatives. This material is not William Henry Fox Talbot related, but was initially acquired with Talbot material. Subjects depicted include portraits, landscapes, trees and architecture.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 587
William Henry Fox Talbot related material. This box contains copied 35mm prints of Talbot works. It also contains various early calotypes from Robert Murray including portraits of Brougham, Ross, South and Anderson, and views.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 588
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot, one album of calotypes, 1843.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 589
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot. This box contains calotypes, salted paper prints, photogenic drawings and camera lucida drawings.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 590
Photographic negatives by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 591
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot. This box includes salted paper prints and later prints 1840-1845, from Lacock Abbey.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 592
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot. This box includes mounted prints, photoglyphic engravings and calotypes. Subjects depicted include portraits, lace, architecture, Lacock Abbey, Laocoon, still life, architecture, plants and landscapes.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 593
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 594
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 595
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 596
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 597
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 598
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 599
Photographic prints by Jerry N. Uelsmann and Colin J. Unsworth. This box includes photographs and documentation relating to Jerry N. Uelsmann (newspaper articles, a leaflet and a single page from Jerry N. Uelsmann’s portfolio).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 600
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 601
Photographic prints by Edward Weston and Mathilde Weil.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 602
Photographic prints by Mathilde Weil, Etienne Bertrand Weill, Edward Weston and R. Wilson. This box contains photographs and cyanotypes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 603
Photographic prints by Mr. and Mrs. F. Warton, J. Welch and Sons, Emil Wertheim, F.W. Westley, Arthur Weston, H. de Wetter and Claudius Galen Wheelhouse.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 604
Photographic prints by Claudius Galen Wheelhouse. This box contains a photographic album in two parts titled ‘Photographic Sketches on the shores of the Mediterranean’. Subjects depicted include Cadiz, Lisbon, Egypt, Jerusalem and Baalbek.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 605
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 606
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 607
Photographic prints by David W. Wynfield and Lewis L. Wong.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 608
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 609
Photographic prints by John Cimon Warburg. This box contains a postal camera club folio.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 610
Photographic prints by John Cimon Warburg. Some attributions are currently in question for some works in this box, and J. Benor Kalter and Agnes Warburg have been suggested. Subjects depicted include landscapes, portraits, rivers/lakes, seascapes, town/cityscapes, Amsteg on the Reuss, Cleeve Abbey Somerset, Hastings, Le Havre, London, Mougins, Robin Hood's Bay, White City and wildlife.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 611
Photographic prints by Agnes B. Warburg. Two photographs have their attribution questioned, possibly being by John Cimon Warburg. Subjects depicted include landscapes, ecclesiastical architecture, flowers, gardens, sailing, still life, town/cityscapes and woodland scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 612
Photographic prints by Agnes B. Warburg, Kate Smith, and unknown photographers. Subjects depicted include still life, flowers, gardens, portraits, street scenes and woodland.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 613
Photographic prints by John Cimon Warburg and F.T. Hollyer. Subjects depicted include architecture, beaches, boats, cliffs, portraits, rural scenes and seascapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 614
Photographic prints by M. Ware, John Warham and J.S. Waring. Subjects depicted include architecture, birds, seascapes, still life and wildlife.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 615
Photographic prints by P.V. Weaving, Mathilde Weil and Sam Weller. This box also includes copies of correspondence and RPS gift documentation. Subjects depicted include beaches, castles, pastoral scenes, rivers, sailing and wildlife.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 616
Photographic prints by A. Swan Watson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 617
Photographic prints by Hugo van Wadenoyen and James B.B. Wellington. Subjects depicted include landscapes, portraits and seascapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 618
Photographic prints by Paul Burty Haviland, Alfred Stieglitz (1864-1946) and Clarence H. White. Subjects depicted include nudes and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 619
Photographic prints by James B.B. Wellington. Subjects depicted include architecture, beaches, bridges, castles, dinner/drinks scenes, harvesting, landscapes, nudes, pastoral scenes, polar bears and rural scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 620
Photographic prints by Clarence H. White. Subjects depicted include portraits, nudes and an interior with a figure.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 621
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 622
Photographic prints by John M. Whitehead. Subjects depicted include landscapes, Scotland, castles, ruins, sea, still life, fruit, windmills, and the Embankment at night.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 623
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains photographic albums, photographic portfolios and loose photographs. The albums are as follows: 'Sun Pictures' containing photographs and handwritten text concerning the coronation of King Edward VII August 9th 1902, 'A trip to London and Neighbourhood' June 1899 containing landscapes, street scenes, portraits, animals, rivers, 'Sunny Memories' of Derbyshire, Wales, architecture, woodland scenes, seascapes, portraits, bridges, river scenes. The portfolios are as follows: Portfolio III, with subjects including architecture, ecclesiastical and interiors, Portfolio IV, contains landscapes, sea/beaches and portraits. The loose photographs include landscapes, seascapes, ecclesiastical architecture and exotic animals held in captivity.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 624
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 625
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains the following photographic albums, 'Historic Events, Interesting Incidents and Places, Celebrated Persons etc.' Subjects depicted include troops/ships embarking for South Africa, 1900, Crowds waiting for Queen Victoria's funeral procession, celebrating Trafalgar Day, 1901, coronation of King Edward VII, 1902, ceremony of Trooping the Colour by the Honourable Artillery Company, 1902, Amateur Golf Championships at Hoylake, 1902. 'Photographic Odds and Ends' Album, containing portraits, West Lancashire Golf Club, Northern Cricket Club, sports and river scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 626
Photographic prints by Harold White. Subjects depicted include portraits, architecture, Westminster Abbey, Hampton Court, Cheddar - Cox's Cavern, HMS Victory, people at work and street scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 627
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains photographic portfolios and loose prints. Subjects depicted include Little Gidding, Ecclesiastical architecture, architecture, seascapes, Winchester, Chichester, Lutterworth and King’s Cliffe.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 628
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains photographic portfolios, the Navenby Portfolio, Tintern Portfolio, Dinmore Manor Portfolio, Cleeve Portfolio and Heckington Portfolio, 'Photographs' Portfolio. Subjects depicted include Lincoln Minster, Bardney Abbey, ecclesiastical architecture, architectural remains, Wells, Glastonbury, Lichfield, Hoar Cross, Hawton. This box also contains the Postal Club of the Practical and Junior Photographer documentation and photographs, with subjects including seascapes, boating, fishing, architecture, ecclesiastical subjects, landscapes, exotic animals, nudes and trees.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 629
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains photographic portfolios, the Clifton Portfolio, The Roman Wall Portfolio and Somersby Portfolio. Subjects depicted include Ecclesiastical architecture, Llanthony, Abbey Dore, architectural remains, the Roman Wall, the Virgin Mary, river scenes, Rothwell, trees and rural scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 630
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains photographic portfolios, the Scotland Portfolio, the Wales Portfolio and St. David’s Portfolio. Subjects depicted include landscapes, architecture, rivers/streams, ecclesiastical architecture, seascapes and sculpture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 631
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains photographic portfolios, the Tewkesbury Portfolio, Littlemore Portfolio, Monkland Portfolio and Tenbury Portfolio. Subjects depicted include ecclesiastical architecture, Oxford, Iffley, Hereford, Leominster, Kilpeck, Newton House, trees, Bangor, Disserth, Gadsby and Ludlow.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 632
Photographic prints by George Fowler Webster. This box contains photographic portfolios, the Valle Crucis Portfolio, Terrington Portfolio, Bemerton Portfolio, S. Portfolio and Furness Portfolio. Subjects depicted include ecclesiastical architecture, Blakeney, Walsingham, East Dereham, Scarming, Salisbury and trees.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 633
Photographic prints by Walter Woodbury. This box contains gelatin skins, moulds and reliefs relating to the Woodburytype printing process. Subjects depicted include portraits of women and John the Baptist after Oscar Rejlander.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 634
Photographic prints by Walter Woodbury. This box contains woodburytypes, photomechanical prints, and reliefs in wood, copper, tin foil. This box also includes filigrane experiments and reliefs with glass negatives and correspondence. Subjects depicted include portraits, still life, machinery and religious subjects.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 635
Photographic prints by Walter Woodbury. Subjects depicted include Australia, Melbourne, Java, architecture, architectural remains and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 636
Material relating to Walter Woodbury. This box contains press cuttings album, letters, pamphlets, 'Walter Woodbury a Victorian Study' and modern transcripts of letters. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 637
Photographic prints by T. Williams, donated by Bert Crawshaw. Subjects depicted include ecclesiastical architecture, landscape and sculpture. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 638
Photographic prints by Jun Yoshida, Sydney H.E. Young, Yvonne Studios (Constance Edna Shield), Zambrelli, Florencio Zanelli and Franz Ziegler. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 639
This box contains a hunter meter, a diffraction grating on glass ring, colour slides by Allan Griffin and David Burder, examples of early films - gelatin bromide, 1899-1900, Agfa colour plates, a Hutchinson Fine Art Dealer framed portrait of a man, two portraits of a woman by Dr. B. Jumeaux, dated 1902, using the Jumeaux process of colour photography, the Leonora Russell Edwardian Photograph album, a framed photographic image of first television broadcast, a Samuels Limited framed portrait and loose photographs by unknown photographers. Subjects depicted include still life, landscapes and portraits. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 640
This box contains a glass photographic plate by Hugh C. Knowles, loose photographs by unknown photographers, noted as possibly by Thomas Wedgwood. Subjects depicted include architecture, sea/cityscapes and horses. This box also contains autochrome slides processed by C.K. Dalton, an autochrome plate by J.C. Warburg circa 1918, mounted photographs of Hannah Elizabeth Hardwick Smith by Cautin and Berger, 1900, and Queen Alexandra’s Christmas Book photograph album published by the Daily Telegraph, London, 1908. Subjects depicted include the Royal Family and their travels. This box also contains anonymous photographic colour plates, possibly by Thomas Wedgwood and photographic colour plates by W. Milburn.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 641
Photographic prints by Jules Hautecoeur, Madame Yevonde (1893-1975), William D. Young and Johan de Zoffe. This box contains photogravures, etchings and photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 642
Photographic prints by Madame Yevonde (1893-1975). This box includes portraits from the Goddesses Series, 1935.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 643
Photographic prints by Madame Yevonde (1893-1975). This box includes some modern prints from original negatives. Subjects depicted include portraits, including many from the Goddesses Series, self-portraits, nudes, advertisements and still lifes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 644
Photographic prints by Madame Yevonde (1893-1975), Yvonne Studios (Constance E. Shield), Joseph Zeltsman, William H. Zerbe, Dr. H. Zinram and Mrs Edith Zistig.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 645
Photographic prints by B. Vincent Abbott, Yarnall C. Abbott, Stephen Althaise, Stephen Althorne, James Craig Annan, Mrs G.A. Barton, possibly a print by Ian Berry, Paul Biddle, Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966) and James Jarché (1890-1965).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 646
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 647
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 648
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 649
Photographic prints by Anthony Asguith, James M. Doolittle, Arthur Radclyffe Dugmore, Ed Garrone, Fay Godwin, Desmond Groves, Sam Haskins, Frederick Hollyer (1838-1933), John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), Gertrude Kasebier and Terry King. This box also contains a letter from Fay Godwin to the RPS.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 650
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 651
Photographic prints by Rosalind Maingot, Miles, Vogue Studio, T. Nohira, Peter North, Julian Smith and Frank Meadow Sutcliffe.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 652
Photographic prints by James Craig Annan, A.C. (Arthur) Banfield (1875-1965), Henri Berssenbrugge and unknown photographers. This box includes prints and information about the 'Evolution and Progress of the Bawtree Photographic Type-Composing Machine' and 'Fruits and Seeds'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 652
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 653
Photographic prints by Marcus Adams, Malcolm Arbuthnot, Alice Boughton, Foster Brigham, Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966) and Bertram Cox.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 653
Photographic prints by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), Bertram Cox, Gordon Crocker, the Royal Canadian Airforce and unknown photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 654
Photographic prints by V.A. Prout. Subjects depicted include bridges, locks, river scenes, Hampton, Richmond, Twickenham, Windsor and London.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 655
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 656
Photographic prints by A.C. (Arthur) Banfield (1875-1965). This box contains botanical and biological studies, examples of low power stereoscopic photo-micrography and a snow scene.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 657
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley and Terry King.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 658
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 658
Photographic prints by Beken of Cowes. Subjects depicted include boats and ships.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 658
Photographic prints by Malcolm Arbuthnot, Beken of Cowes, F.H. Hinton, John Moffatt and John Spiller. Subjects are mainly nautical.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 659
Photographic prints by Mark Oliver Dell, H. L. Wainwright, possibly Sir Edward Maufe and Dell and Wainwright. Subjects depicted include architecture and landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 659
Photographic prints by W.J. Day, Mark Oliver Dell, R.W. Symonds and H.L.Wainwright
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 660
Photographic prints by W.J. Day, Mark Oliver Dell, and H.L. Wainwright, Desmond Groves and Daisy Edis-Spence. Subjects depicted include landscapes and the Royal Family.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 661
Photographic prints by G.L. Hawkins and W. Marynowicz.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 662
Photographic prints by Adolf Fassbender, Noel Griggs, Alfred Horsley Hinton, John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), Jacobus Cornelis Kapteyn, Herbert Lambert of Bath and Ramiro Lorenzale. Also contains one non-photographic print (oil-colour process).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 663
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 664
Photographic prints by Marcia Fairbairn, Noel Griggs and Daisy Edis-Spence. Subjects depicted include nudes and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 665
Photographic prints by Mark Beaumont and George Bunzl.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 666
Photographic prints by Dick Arentz, Eagle Photographic Co. Ltd, W. Marynowicz and Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874-1944). This box includes one print (by W. Marynowicz) which is possibly not photographic. This box also contains a Royal Photographic Society key to the group of members of the Seventh International Congress of Photography, 1928.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 667
Photographic prints by Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874-1944). Subjects depicted include Cowes, sea, sailing and Waterloo Bridge.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 668
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869) and Karl Pollak. Subjects depicted include portraits and the Crimean War Camp at Sevastopol.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 669
Photographic prints by William Crooke of Edinburgh, Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874-1944) and Horace Nicholls (1867-1941).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 670
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 671
Photographic prints by G.L. Hawkins. Subjects depicted include landscapes, the sea and birds.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 672
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 673
Photographic prints by Ansel Adams, Harold Edgerton, Roger Fenton (1819-1869), Alfred Horsley Hinton, Angus McBean, Horace A. Murch, and unknown photographer. This box also contains a possible modern copy of Angus McBean’s Audrey Hepburn photograph of 1950.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 674
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 675
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley. Subjects depicted include architecture, street scenes and pastoral scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 676
Photographic prints by JARIC (Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre), Alexander Keighley and Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944)
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 677
Photographic prints an unknown photographer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 678
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 679
Photographic prints by Houston Rogers and United Press International Photograph.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 680
Photographic prints an unknown photographer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 681
Photographic prints by Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904). This box includes animal Locomotion plates, studies of motion in humans and animals, and self-portraits of Muybridge.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 682
Photographic prints by Samuel Bourne, Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944), Horace Nicholls (1867-1941) and Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 683
Photographic prints by Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904). This box includes animal locomotion plates, studies of humans and animals in motion.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 684
Photographic prints by Charles Moss, J.C.S. Mummery, Frank Read, James A. Sinclair, John Cimon Warburg and Dorothy Wilding.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 685
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 686
Photographic prints by the Architectural Photographic Association, Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), Schlosser and Wenisch, T.D. Llewelyn, Robert Macpherson, Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944), Captain Linnaeus Tripe (1822-1902), Agnes B. Warburg, John Cimon Warburg, Dorothy Wilding, possibly T.A. Malone and an unknown photographer. This box includes a diagram associated with the photographic process and colour gradient charts.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 687
Photographic prints by Ansel Adams, Paul Caffell, Mark Oliver Dell, Francis James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944), Pedro Luis Raota and Ava Vargas.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 688
Photographic prints by Edward J. Steichen and Paul Strand. This box includes photogravures and prints taken from the journal 'Camera Work'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 689
Photographic prints by Frederick Scott Archer. This box contains a photographic album and a separate mounted photograph. This box includes views of Kenilworth Castle, 1854.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 690
Photographic prints by Capt. William de Wiveleslie Abney. This box contains a book with original photographs titled “Thebes and Its Five Greater Temples”.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 691
Photographic prints by P.F. Angelo. This box contains a photographic album. Subjects depicted include portraits and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 692
Photographic prints by Felice Beato. This box contains the album 'Photographic Views in Japan'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 693
Photographic prints by Felice Beato. This box contains a photographic album with accompanying typed and handwritten text, loose photographs, correspondence and documentation. The album is titled 'Views of Japan' but it also contains photographs of China and India, 1863-1868.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 694
Photographic prints by Barrett Lennard. This box contains a photographic album accompanied by some handwritten text. Subjects depicted include family portraits and tourist views of Kenilworth, Stratford-upon-Avon, Breslau, France and Pompeii.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 695
Photographic prints by Miss M.A. Burnip. This box contains a highly decorated Victorian album containing photographic as well as non-photographic prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
**XRP 696**
Photographic prints by Ansel Adams, David Bailey, Charles Eames, Judith Eglington, Walker Evans, Sam Haskins, Ikko, Monique Jacot, Yousuf Karsh, Rita Kohmann, Michael Kostiuik Jr, Francois Lamy, Ulrich Mack, Sarah Moon, Horst Munzig, Helmut Newton, Lennart Nilsson, Kishin Shinoyama, Jeanloup Sieff, Josef Sudek, Oliviero Toscani, Pete Turner, Christian Vogt and Minor White. This box contains one portfolio of photographs, loose photographs from a portfolio, an empty portfolio folder, biographical information about the photographers, information about the pictures as well as about the type of film and cameras employed. One of the portfolios is titled '12 Instant Images: Polaroid: The SX-70 Experience' and the other is titled '12 Instant Images on Polaroid Type 105 Positive/Negative Film'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

**XRP 697**
Photographic prints by Booker, Haydon Hare, Robt. Lenz and Co, Jalma or Falma Sydney (unclear), Tisseman Bangkok and unknown photographers. This box includes the Booker Album and other albums, loose photographs and negatives. The subjects in the small photographic albums include portraits and the sea. The vast majority of the prints in the Booker Album are portraits although the album does include some non-photographic prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

**XRP 698**
Photographic prints by Samuel Bourne. This box contains a photographic album 'Hill Stations of India'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

**XRP 699**
Photographic prints by Samuel Bourne and Colin Murray. This box contains a photographic album titled 'Photographs' with subjects including portraits, landscapes and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 700
Photographic prints by Samuel Bourne. This box contains a photographic album titled 'Indian Architecture and Scenery Vol II'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 701
Photographic prints by Lewis Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson) and Hills and Saunders. This box contains two family albums, loose photographs, and Wilcox and Dodgson family trees. One of the albums contains photographs and some non-photographic prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 702
Photographic prints by William Collie. This box contains an album of calotypes and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 703
Photographic prints by J. Cundall and P.H. Delamotte. This box contains a book with photographs titled 'A Photographic Tour among the Abbeys of Yorkshire'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 704
Photographic prints by A.E. Durham and Jas Hickson. This box contains photomicrographs and an empty portfolio folder. The photomicrographs are biological studies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 705
Material related to John Henry Dallmeyer (1830-1883). This box contains original drawings and a portfolio folder.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 706
Photographic prints by Frederick Glendening. This box contains a photography album and a loose photograph of early medical photography, 1892-1894.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 707
Photographic prints by André-Adolphe-Eugène Disdéri (1819-1889) and Walter Woodbury, photographs. This box contains woodburytypes and non-photographic prints. Subjects depicted include portraits, still lifes, interiors, tableaux and the sea.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 708
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains an album of photomicrographs, with a handwritten list to identify the photomicrographs, and diatoms.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 709
Photographic prints by Josef Maria Eder and Eduard Valenta. This box contains a published book with photographs, titled 'Versuche Uber Photographie Mittelst Der Rontgen'schen Strahlen Von Dr. J.M. Eder Und Valenta' Vienna 1896. The photographs are biological studies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 710
Photographic prints by R. Eaton, 59 Squadron Royal Flying Corps and unknown photographers. This box contains two photography albums, the R. Eaton album is titled 'Photographs' and is an album of travel. Subjects depicted include Mont Blanc, the Matterhorn, Montreux, Lugano and Rome. It also contains some handwritten text. The subject matter of the non-photographic prints include architecture, religious scenes, Bilbao, Antwerp, Venice and Chester. These prints can be found inside the R. Eaton album. The second album is titled '59 Squadron. Royal Flying Corps. 1914-18. Service in France'. It includes stereoscopic photographic views taken by the squadron. It also includes a drawing and a watercolour.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 711
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with photographs and newspaper pages from 1969. The book is titled 'Lower Egypt, Thebes and The Pyramids Vol. 1'
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 712
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with photographs titled 'Lower Egypt, Thebes and the Pyramids Vol. 2'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 713
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with photographs titled 'Lower Egypt, Thebes and the Pyramids'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 714
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with original photographs titled 'Egypt and Palestine Photographed and Described by Francis Frith (1822-1898) Vol II'.

XRP 715
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with photographs titled 'Egypt, Sinai and Palestine' (supplementary volume).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 716
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with photographs titled 'Upper Egypt and Ethiopia Vol. 3'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 717
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains two published books with photographs, one book is titled 'Sinai and Palestine' and the other is titled 'The Gossiping Photographer on the Rhine'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 718
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with photographs titled 'Sinai and Palestine'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 719
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with original photographs titled 'Egypt and Palestine Photographed and Described by Francis Frith (1822-1898) Vol. I'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 720
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a book with photographs titled 'Upper Egypt and Ethiopia'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 721
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898). This box contains a photographic album with some handwritten text. Subjects depicted include China, Japan, Great Britain, landscapes, portraits, architecture, burial grounds and street scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 722
Photographic prints by B.S. Beckwith. This box contains two photography albums. Subjects depicted include Yorkshire, Chester, Snowdon, landscapes, towns, castles, bridges and waterfalls. The notes and information on the box describe the albums in the following way: 'Frith Series, James Valentine, N. Yorks Abbeys, Towns, Stately Homes, Frith, Valentine, Bedford - Wales and Chester, Both by Beckwith'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 723
Photographic prints by Adolf Fassbender. This box contains a published book/album with original photographs titled 'Pictorial Artistry: The Dramatization of the Beautiful in Photography'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 724
This box contains the ‘Sun Artists’ Photographic serial of artistic photography, 1891, and a letter to Frank Berrill from ‘Sun Artists’ publishers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 725
Photographic prints by Joseph Gale. This box contains a photographic album and a letter from the Royal Photographic Society.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 726
Photographic prints by J. H. Gardiner and G.W. Gunter. This box contains two photography albums. The Gunter album dates from the late 1850s/early 60s and is titled 'Photographs'. Subjects depicted include Cambridge - buildings, students, professors, amateur dramatics, rowing, army recruits, scenes on board H.M.S. Narcissus, Rio de Janeiro, Gunter family portraits, H.M.S. Egmont and copies of paintings. The Gardiner album is titled 'Sciagraphs of British Batrachians and Reptiles' and contains early X-rays.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 727
Photographic prints by G.W. Gunter. This box contains a photographic album and correspondence. The album dates from 1864 and contains photographs of famous Victorians, including royalty, clergy, politicians, writers and military figures.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 728
Photographic prints by Wallace Heaton. This box contains two film negative index files, with negatives and photographs. Both albums are titled 'The Wallace Heaton Film Negative Index File'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 729
Photographic prints by Wallace Heaton. This box contains two film negative index files, with negatives and photographs. Both albums are titled 'The Wallace Heaton Film Negative Index File'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 730
Photographic prints by Paul Linwood Gittings. This box contains five albums of photographs and Woodburytype prints. Subjects depicted include portraits, sculpture, nudes and landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 731
Photographic prints by Paul Linwood Gittings. This box contains a photography album including essays, biographical data and maintenance information about the photographs. Subjects depicted include portraits, fashion and nudes. The album is titled 'Paul Linwood Gittings: Best of Lifetime Photographs and Essays'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 732
Photographic prints by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. This box contains a photographic album depicting portraits and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 733
Photographic prints by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. This box contains a calotype album, preface titled 'The Early History of Photography and the Calotypes of Hill and Adamson'. Subjects depicted include portraits and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 734
Photographic prints by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. This box contains a book with carbon prints titled 'Calotypes: Illustrating an Early Stage in the Development of Photography' containing portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 735
Photographic prints by Knight. This box contains a photograph album. Subjects depicted include Italy, Second World War troops, tanks, graves and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 736
Photographic prints by James Helme. This box contains three photograph albums. Subjects depicted include outdoor portraits, studio portraits, architecture, landscapes and photographs of art works. The photographs in Album 1 date from 1860-1863.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 737
Photographic prints by Dr Irwin. This box contains a photographic album. Subjects depicted include India, Gibraltar and Mauritius in 1867.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 738
Photographic prints by E.O. Hoppe. This box contains a book with original photographs, ‘The Book of Fair Women’, 1922. The text ‘Beauty, Charm and Beautiful Women the World Over’ is written by Richard King.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 739
Photographic prints by Everton Cleeve. This box contains two photographic albums. The subject matter of the album titled 'Scraps' includes naval ships, troops and travels abroad - Grenada, Valencia, Athens, Palermo and Pekin. The other album (titled 'Album') contains various locations including Clevedon, St. Helier and Bude.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 740
Photographic prints by A. Leach. This box contains a photographic album titled ‘The Philippine Islands album’, 1898-1902, and includes photographs of the War of the Philippines, 1898, as well as street scenes, architecture, portraits, markets, landscapes and beach scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 741
Photographic prints by J. Kenneth Major. This box contains two photography albums and
RPS correspondence. The album titled 'Snapshots' contains photographs of Scotland,
including the Trossachs, the Highlands and lochs in the 1930s. The second album is a
collection of loose album pages, which include images of fancy dress, pantomimes,
portraits, landscapes, gardens, bridges, street scenes, architecture and mountains, ca.
1930s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 742
Photographic prints by J. Kenneth Major. This box contains two photographic albums.
One of the albums includes architecture, landscapes and interiors. The second album is a
collection of loose album pages, including photographs of Namur, Arles, Antwerp,
Cannes, Bruges and Dover, ca. 1930s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 743
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains a 19th century
photographic album.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 744
Photographic prints by Hugh Mather. This box contains two photographic albums and
correspondence. The album titled 'Blitzed' dates from 1940 and includes travel views of
Lulworth, Southsea, Swanage, Guildford, Weymouth, Scarborough and Windsor. The
album titled 'The National De Luxe' includes 'The Great Strike' of 1913 and London
Transport.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 745
Photographic prints possibly by Anna E. Wade. This box contains a photograph album of
India.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 746
Photographic prints by K. Boeck. This box contains a photographic album titled 'Himalaya Album: 20 Photographs of the Indian Alps'. This box includes a contents page.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 747
Photographic prints by Macbeth and Stringfellow. This box contains loose photographs and an opalotype, predominantly portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 748
Photographic prints by Macbeth and Stringfellow. This box contains miscellaneous documentation, including birth, marriage and death certificates, a plastic album, loose photographs, tintypes, a notebook and a published book containing a photograph. The loose photographs are predominantly portraits. The Edward Hancock notebook is titled 'Spare Moments', 1865-1870. Also includes a book by R.H. Barbour 'Barbours of Omagh'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 749
Material connected to Macbeth and Stringfellow. This box contains an empty photographic album.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 750
Photographic prints by Mark Oliver Dell, Hurter and Driffield and Mees and Sheppard. This box contains a draft lecture by Mark Oliver Dell, 1947, titled 'Buildings of the Val d'Azun'. 'Notes on Albums' by Mark Oliver Dell (technical information), technical brochures and books, for example 'Predhumeau's Stereotopometer' and loose pages with technical information. 'Tables for Calculations of Maximum Gamma, Velocity Constant and Time of Development of Plates' by Mees and Sheppard from the Photographic Journal, November 1904. This box also contains Hurter and Driffield's 'Method of Speed Determination' and their Memorial lectures. 'Town and Country Planning: The Letchworth Jubilee'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 751
Photographic prints possibly by Zoya Linton. This box contains a photographic album and 12 boxes of transparencies of India, 1940-1945.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 752
Photographic prints by Lafon de Camarsac and Joubert. This box contains photoceramics, a folder, a page with advertisement, 9 photoceramics from 'Early Enamels by Lafon de Camarsac and Joubert', 1890. This box also includes a folder titled 'Early Enamels by Lafon de Camarsac and Joubert' containing 4 photoceramics. The advertisement for photo-ceramic pictures comes from 'The British Journal Almanac Advertisements' 1874.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 753
Photographic prints by Oswald J. Wilkinson. This box contains four photographic albums, RPS documentation and biographical information about O.J. Wilkinson. Subjects depicted include India, wildlife, city views, portraits, maps, boats, the sea, the Suez Canal and Great Britain.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 754
Photographic prints by Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941). This box contains a photographic album. Subjects depicted include the sea, ships, portraits, plants, harbour scenes, genre and agricultural scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 755
Photographic prints by Ernest Payne. This box contains an X-ray photographic album dated 1896, two separate x-ray photographs, a letter in the hand of Ernest Payne, and a leaflet concerning leather conservation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 756
Photographic prints by R.A.L. van Someren and V.G.L. van Someren. This box contains a portfolio containing photogravure prints titled 'Studies of Birdlife in Uganda' and printed information about the plates.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 757
Photographic prints by Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941). This box contains a photographic album. Subjects depicted include Whitby, seascapes, boats, portraits, horses and carriages, sheep, cattle and clouds.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 758
Photographic prints by Miss Samuels and Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941). This box contains two photographic albums. The Sutcliffe album includes architecture, street views, coastal scenes and ships. The album by Miss Samuels dates from 1949 and contains photographs of Venice and Switzerland.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 759
Photographic prints by August Sander. This box contains a portfolio of photographs titled 'Koln during War' 1920-1939.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 760
Photographic prints by Samuels. This box contains a photographic album of London postcards.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 761
Photographic prints by John Thomson and Adolphe Smith. This box contains a publication with original photographic illustrations and woodburytypes titled 'Street Life in London with Permanent Photographic Illustrations', 1877, in 6 parts. The box also contains mounted Woodburytypes by John Thomson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 762
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 763
Photographic prints by J. Patrick, James Valentine and Co. and George Washington Wilson. This box contains a photographic album. Subjects depicted include the building of Forth Bridge, Scotland and Wales.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 764
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 765
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. This box contains a photographic album titled 'Views mostly Indian No. 1' and it includes postcards. It also includes a listing.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 766
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. This box contains a photograph album titled 'Persian Scenes No.4', 1905-1910.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 767
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. This box includes a photograph album titled 'Family Portraits and Military 1893-1903'. Marked as ‘Wilson album no.2’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 768
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. This box contains a photography album, correspondence and some loose photographs in an envelope. The album is titled 'No. 5 Miscellaneous. Views in Britain, Italy, Switzerland, Germany and some Portraits 1889, 1894-99'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 769
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. This box contains a photographic album titled 'No. 8 Miscellaneous. Views and Schools 1880-1890' and includes pictures of art works and sketches as well as photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 770
Photographic prints by J.P. Sebah, Sebah and Joaillier and Wilson. This box contains prints and documentation. Subjects depicted include travels of Near and Far East, 1890, including Egypt, Greece, Italy, architecture, architectural ruins, street scenes, pyramids, art works and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 771
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. One album is titled 'Album No. 6 Family Portraits' and the other is titled 'No.7 Norway 1873'. The Norway album includes a sketch and watercolours.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 772
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. This box contains a photographic album titled 'Swiss Enlargements 1920'. Album itself is labelled 'no.10'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 773
Photographic prints taken or collected by Sir Arnold Wilson. This box contains two photographic albums, 'Album No.9' includes family portraits, views, copies of art work and authors such as Carlyle, Bronte, Bright, Harte and Eliot ca. 1880s and 1890s. 'Album No.10' includes Norway, Germany, the UK, France, portraits, architecture and collaged heads, ca. 1870s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 774
Photographic prints by Col. E.R. Wood. This box contains two photographic albums. Both are family albums dating from the 1850s and 1860s including portraits, architecture, views and boats.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 775
Photographic prints by Col. E.R. Wood. This box contains a photographic album and loose photographs. The photograph album is a family album ca. 1850s-60s. Marked as 'Wood Album 1' inside the cover.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 776
Photographic prints by R. Wood. This box contains a photographic album, loose photographs and an envelope. The album is titled 'Photographs by R. Wood Rifle Brigade' and it includes photographs of India, Attock, Delhi and the Himalayas. The loose photographic prints are mostly of India.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 777
Photographic prints by William D. Young. This box contains a photographic album of Mombasa Railway.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

Photographic prints by the Photographic Society (now the Royal Photographic Society). This box contains two photographic albums with text, ca. 1856. Both are titled 'Rules of the Photographic Society Club with the Portraits of the Members' and are marked as copies 3 and 4.

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

Photographic prints by Ralph W. Robinson. This box contains a photographic album with some printed text titled 'Royal Academicians and Associates'.

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE


AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 782
Photographic prints by Angus McBean. Theatrical subject matter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 783
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 784
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 785
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 786
Photographic prints by the Photographic Society Club (now the Royal Photographic Society). This box contains two photographic albums titled 'Rules of the Photographic Society Club with the Portraits of the Members' 1856.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 787
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 789
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 790
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 791
This box contains a portfolio case and photographs, loose photographs, 'photographic scrap book' and 3 mounted photogravures. The portfolio is titled 'The Photographic Salon 1896'. The loose photographs include portraits, landscapes and architecture. The photographic scrapbook is marked 'Portal Family album'. It includes photographs of Biarritz, Bagneres de Bigorre, Argelez, Beaudean, Nismes and Scotland. Photographers included are Lionel C. Bennett, Paul Bergon, William Crooke, Robert Demachy, A. Horsley Hinton, Heinrich Kuhn, Paul Martin, Alfred Maskell, C. Puyo, Janet Reid, Henry P. Robinson, Alfred Stieglitz, W. Thomas, Professor Hans Watzek and Henry Van Der Weyde.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 792
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE


AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

Photographic prints by William Pryor Floyd. This box contains photographic album titled 'Floyd's South China Album Hong Kong 1873'.

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 796
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 797
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 798
This box contains issues of the periodical 'Sun Artists' with loose and bound photogravures. Some of the periodicals are bound in two books, one of the periodicals is unbound. The periodicals include descriptive essays. Photographers included are Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), J. Gale, Mrs. F. W. H. Myers (Eveleen), H.P. Robinson, Mr. Lyddell Sawyer, Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941), J.B.B. Wellington, B. Gay Wilkinson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 799
This box contains issues of the periodical 'Sun Artists', photocopies of an issue of the periodical, and loose photogravure prints from the periodical. Photographers included are Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), J. Gale, Mrs. F.W.H. Myers (Eveleen), Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901), Mr. Lyddell Sawyer, Francis (Frank) Meadow Sutcliffe (1853-1941), J.B.B. Wellington, B. Gay Wilkinson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 800
This box contains two photographic albums of photographic prints by Elphinstone. Subjects depicted include British snapshots and views of Rome.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 801
Photographic prints possibly by J.E. Hardy and M.R. Smith. This box contains an album of travel photography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 802
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 803
This box contains a photographic album and loose photographs and a Northern family album of carte de visite. Photographers included are possibly Henry Heazell, Daniel Jones, Mowll and Morrison, W. Rattray, possibly J.H. Winstone and H.J. Whitlock.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 804
Photographic prints possibly by Mrs. Buckland. This box contains a photographic album of travel photographs, 1870s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 805
Photographic prints by Walter Longley Bourke, Bridgewater Gallery Album (published book containing photogravures). It contains 'one hundred and twenty of the most noted paintings at Bridgewater House, reproduced in photogravure from photographs by Walter Longley Bourke'. The book contains descriptive and historical text by Lionel Cust.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 806
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains a photographic album and loose photographs. Subjects depicted include European architecture and scenery ca 1870s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 807
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains a photographic album, 1869-1876 with photographs of Italian art and architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 808
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains two photographic albums, ca 1900 and ca 1905, of family photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 809
Photographic prints by unknown photographers in 'John Stoddard's Portfolio of Photographs of Famous Cities, Scenes and Paintings', 'Portfolio of Photographs of the Marvellous Works of God and Man, the World of Nature and Art, Beautiful, Dazzling, Wonderful prepared under the supervision of John L. Stoddard' and 'Portfolio of Photographs, Beautiful Britain'. The published book is titled 'Portfolio of Photographs Famous Cities, Scenes and Paintings (Old and New World)'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 810
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box includes two photographic albums containing photographs of Italy and Great Britain.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 811
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains a photographic album titled 'Photographs: Souvenirs of a Tour in Italy, 1872'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 812
Photographic prints by unknown photographers and possibly A.R. Wiessel. This box contains two photographic albums. One of the albums is undated and contains family photographs. The other is a travel album, featuring France and Switzerland, dated 1945.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 813
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains two photographic albums, one is titled 'Photographic Scrap Album' and its subject matter includes Scotland, Haddon Hall, Chatsworth, High Wycombe, Hastings, Toledo, Naples, Rome, Malta, York, Interlaken, Lucerne, John Richard Green and David Lloyd George, donated to the RPS collection by E.C. Halford. The other album contains postcards of royalty/stars, Switzerland, France, Great Britain and Holland.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 814
Photographic prints by unknown photographers of VE Day. This box contains loose photographs, three small snapshot albums, a larger photographic album, photographs mounted on loose pages, an album of negatives, RPS correspondence and documentation relating to The Photographers’ Gallery. The photographs are of London ca. 1945.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 815
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains four photographic albums of carte de visite. One of the albums originally belonged to Agnes C. Smith. This album mainly contains photographs of Victorian personalities, predominantly Royalty ca. 1860s-70s. The other three albums contain family photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 816
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer and Hamilton Revelle. This box contains two photographic albums. One album is marked as ‘The Hamilton Revelle album’ ca. 1910. The anonymous album contains photographs of the Alps ca. 1946.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 817
This box contains a photographic album ca. 1911. Subjects depicted include the Alps, the UK, Florence, India and Rouen.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 818
This box contains two photographic albums by unknown photographers. One album contains photographs of antiquities and works of art in Rome ca. 1870s. The mixed album dates from 1948/49. Subjects depicted include the German Alps, the Pyrenees, Blois, Provence, Castellane and Valleraugue.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 819
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer and D.W. Brunt. This box contains two photographic albums and an album of cuttings. The German 1930s album includes portraits, Nazi propaganda, horse-racing, architecture and city scenes. The D.W. Brunt album is titled 'Nature Glimpses'. This also contains cuttings from the British Journal of Photography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 820
This box contains a photographic album. Subjects depicted include the French Alps, Sussex, Whitby, London Zoo, Gstaad, Reims, Lyon, Laon, Annecy and Lake Lugano, ca. 1913.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 821
This box contains two photographic albums containing photographic prints by Aering, Budtz Muller and Co, possibly James Valentine and possibly George Washington Wilson. One of the albums contains photographs of Moscow and St. Petersburg, 1898, Denmark, Sweden and Scotland. The other album contains photographs of Scotland, Yorkshire, Wales, Prague, Heidelberg, Frankfurt, Bristol and Constance.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 822
This box contains a photographic album. The album is titled 'Pleasant Recollections - Familiar Places Revisited' ca. 1900 and contains photographs of the UK and France.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 823
This box contains four photographic albums titled 'Engadine 1947', 'French 1948/9', '1949/50' and 'Swiss 1944/1948 Braunwald, Chaussy, Pelerin etc.'
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 824
This box contains two photographic albums titled 'Rosenlau 1944, Grindelwald 1946' and '1943/4'. The latter contains photographs of Switzerland.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 825
This box contains three photographic albums. The albums are titled '1948-1952', 'Photographs' and 'Swiss 1948-9'. The '1948-1952' album contains photographs of Switzerland and France. The 'Photographs' (Hamilton Revelle) album is dated 1899.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 826
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer. This box contains three photographic albums titled 'Swiss 1941', 'Spain 1935' and 'Swiss 1933'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 827
This box contains two photographic albums of Europe. They are titled 'Arolla (mostly) Groups (Yvonne Le Giense)' and 'Gryon - Chamonix, Auvergne and Ardeche 1925'
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 828
This box contains a photographic album of Switzerland, 1940-1944.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 829
This box contains a photographic album and loose photographs. The album is dated 1900-1903 and contains photographs of the United Kingdom, Europe, Pakistan and India, as well as portraits. The loose photographs are taken from a scrapbook of early British films.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 830
This box contains a photographic album with views of La Spezia, Menton, Sorrento, the Alps and Germany/Switzerland and views of Scotland by G.W. Wilson, 1870-1880. Also contains RPS correspondence.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 831
This box contains a photographic album with views of India post the Indian Rebellion of 1857. Photographic prints are by Samuel Bourne, Edizioni Brogi and Sache.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 832
This box contains a photographic album of Switzerland and France, 1913.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 833
This box contains a photographic album titled 'The Royal visit to Gwalior, 1905' and it includes photographs of a tiger hunt.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 834
This box contains three photographic albums, Subjects depicted include family, Aden, India, Balloon Corps, Cars ca. 1914-20, family holiday and Italy, 1952, J.T. Chick (Royal Engineers) Arab life, Babylon, Baghdad and India, 1914-20.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 835
This box contains a cartes de visite and cabinet card album, loose photographic prints and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 836
This box contains a cartes de visite album depicting family portraits, architecture, France, Spain and Italy.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 837
This box contains a cartes de visite album, cartes de visite and cabinet card album and four loose photographic prints. Albums show an unknown family in Frome in 1860-65. The album was donated by Michael Lampen.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 838
This box contains a cartes de visite family album and two loose photographic prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 839
This box contains a carte de visite and cabinet card album. The album contains portraits, but a substantial amount of it is empty.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 840
This box contains a carte de visite decorated album of the Shelcott Family, ca. 1880. There is a notation by Molly Trengrouse.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 841
This box contains a carte de visite album which is nearly empty. It has a wooden cover and brass monogram.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 842
This box contains two cabinet card albums.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 843
This box contains a cartes de visite album and a family album, which also includes royalty, gifted by Elseth M. Kemp. The album contains cabinet cards as well as cartes de visite.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 844
This box contains two albums of photographic prints by or connected to Mrs. J. Waters. They are titled ‘Photographic scrap books, volumes I and II’. Volume I includes photographs of rural and village scenes, boats, castles, London, Hampstead, Kew Gardens, Cornwall, Bournemouth and Plymouth. Volume II contains photographs of architecture, boats/ships, portraits, works of art and rural scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 844
Photographic prints by Mrs. J. Waters. This box contains two photographic albums titled ‘Photographic scrap books’, volumes I and II. Volume I includes photographs of rural and village scenes, boats, castles, London, Hampstead, Kew Gardens, Cornwall, Bournemouth and Plymouth. Volume II contains photographs of architecture, boats/ships, portraits, works of art and rural scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 845
Photographic prints in two albums by unknown photographers, some prints are possibly by James Valentine or George Washington Wilson. Subjects include Scotland, Wales and England, the Lake District and Stonehenge, ca. 1880s-1890s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 846
This box contains a cartes de visite and cabinet card album titled ‘Album Parterre’ and a decorated family and royalty album.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 847
This box contains seven photographic albums and RPS correspondence. They contain photographs (with cartoon additions) of early French personalities and have accompanying French text. Most of the volumes contain loose printed sheets providing an English translation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 848
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 849
This box contains a cartes de visite and cabinet card family album, also containing portraits of royalty. Some photographic prints are possibly by George Stephenson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 850
This box contains a cartes de visite and cabinet card album, ‘Portrait database album 1’.
The album includes royalty, Switzerland and works of art.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 851
This box contains seven photographic albums entitled:
'Bigelow’s Album of Lighting & Posing'
'Anvers - 20 Juillet 1910,'
'This is the Life 1921,'
'Photographs of Iceland 1913 Volumes I and II,'
'Japanese Book of Reproductions of Photographs,'
'1951/2' containing photographs of France
'1951/2' containing photographs of Switzerland.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 852
This box contains a cartes de visite and cabinet card album entitled 'Album Photographique'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 853
Photographic prints by the Postal Camera Club. This box contains a portrait album, presented to W.R. Bland, Honorary Secretary of the Postal Camera Club, in July 1900.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 854
Photographic prints by James Arthur, Major Flower, Angus McBean, Baron Nicholas de Rakoczy and W.K. Riddel. Subjects include portraits, one chapel interior and one landscape.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 855
Photographic scrapbook entitled 'The Untearable Scrapbook' contains cuttings from 'The British Journal of Photography'. The scrapbook also contains a reproduction of a photograph by N.E. Luboshez and a Raydex leaflet, the title of which is 'Natural Colour Photography on Paper'. The journal contains issues of 'Fallowfield's Monthly Photographic Remembrancer & Traveller' from 1888 to 1894.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 856
This box contains a photographic album dated 1868-1875 which was gifted by Mr H. Sworn in 1949. Subjects include architecture, landscapes, townscapes, river scenes, Crimea, Caucasus, Kandersteg, Spiti, Nuremberg, Wiltshire, Cirencester, Ludlow and Tewksbury.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 857
Published book of photographs, entitled 'Photographs of the Coronation Celebrations 1937', compiled by the Photographic Dealers' Association.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 858
Published book of photographs, entitled 'Photographs of the Coronation Celebrations 1937', compiled by the Photographic Dealers' Association.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 859
Photographic prints by Anonymous, photographic travel album dated 1900-1925, containing photographs of Switzerland, Italy, Canada, France and the United Kingdom.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 860
This box contains a photographic album and a published book. The album contains photographs of landscapes, Oxford and works of art, such as ecclesiastical sculpture, ca. 1900. The book is entitled 'Picture Gallery' ca. 1880, containing photographs of paintings accompanied by text.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 861
1 album/scrapbook, entitled 'The Pearl Series of Christmas Cards' containing cartoons and postcards, photographs of children and mottos.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 862
This box contains two photographic scrap albums and a booklet. One of the scrap albums includes photographs of animals in captivity, portraits, city and countryside scenes, mostly in the format of contact sheets and contact prints. The booklet is entitled 'The International Horse Show', 1956. The other scrap album contains views of England, Canada, France, Austria, Belgium, Holland, Guernsey, Sark and the Channel Isles.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 863
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 864
This box contains copies of a photographic journal, 'The Photographic & Fine Art Journal' 1854, 1858, 1859. Photographers represented are Cutting & Bradford's, Cutting & Turner, Faris, Hester, Masury & Silsbee, Richards & Betts, H.H. Snelling and Whipple & Black.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 865
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 866
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 867
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 868

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 869

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 870
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 871
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 872
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 873
This box contains a photographic album, loose prints, a photographic scrap book, loose photographs, cartes de visite, cabinet cards, contact prints and a photographic publication/portfolio. The album (acquired from C. Reid) contains reproductions of works of art and plant studies. The scrap book of early British films includes stills from the films, photographs, newspaper cuttings, cartes de visite, cabinet cards and contact prints. The photographic publication is entitled 'Modern Masters of Photography Series 1 Pictorialists', edited by Heyworth Campbell, ca. 1930. It contains 37 loose full-page plates. Photographers represented in this publication are Edward Alenius, Vincenzo Balocchi, Margaret Bourke-White, William George Briggs, Helen Campbell, Edward Canby, Eleanor Parke Custis, Doris Day, Alfred de Lardi, Alfred Eisenstaedt, Helen Thompson Farrell, Dr. Adolf Fassbender, Harold Fowler, Frank R. Fraprie, Dr. Arnold Genthe, Laura Gilpin, G.G. Granger, Jack Hazlehurst, Samuel Insull, Wasa Jordon, Rockwell Kent, Victor Keppler, Fred
XRP 874
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 875
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 876

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 877

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 878

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 879

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

(Bound)
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1903 and 1904, issue numbers 1-5 (First set).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1904 and 1905, issue numbers 6-10 (First set).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1906, 1907 and 1908, issue numbers 16, 18-21 (First set).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 886
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1908 and 1909, issue numbers 22-27 (First set).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 887
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 888
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1912 and 1913, issue numbers 39-43 and 2 special editions, which are both described as 'Special Number' (First set).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 889
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1911 and 1912, issue numbers 33-38, including two copies of issues 34/35. N.B. Issues 34/35 are combined in one journal. (First set).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 890
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1910 and 1911, issue numbers 29-33 'Stieglitz Set'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 891
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1913 and 1914, issues 41-47 'Stieglitz Set' N.B. 42/43 is one journal.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 892
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1904, issue numbers 5-8 'Stieglitz Set'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 893
(First set) N.B. Issues 49/50 are combined in one journal.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 894
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 895
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1903, issue numbers 1-4 ‘Stieglitz Set’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 896
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1908 and 1909, issue numbers 23-28
‘Stieglitz Set’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 897
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1905, issue numbers 9-12 ‘Stieglitz Set’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 898
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1907 and 1908, issue numbers 17-22
‘Stieglitz Set’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 899
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1911 and 1912, issue numbers 36-40
‘Stieglitz set’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 900
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1910, 1912, 1914 and 1916, issue numbers
29, 30, 40, 45, 48 ‘Third Partial Set’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 901
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1906, ‘Steichen Supplements’ (2 copies) which are part of Volume 14.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 902
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, special supplements - ‘Photo-Secession’, ‘Steichen Supplement’ 1906 (2 copies), 'Special Number' 1912, 'Special Number' 1913.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 903
Copies of photographic journal ‘Camera Work’, 1904, 1905 and 1906, issue numbers 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13, Third Set (partial).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 904
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 905
Photographic portfolio by Paul Strand. This box contains photogravures, the portfolio is entitled ‘Paul Strand: The Formative Years 1914-1917’. It is number AP XIV and contains ten hand-pulled dust grain photogravures as well as printed text.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 906
Photographic portfolio by Edward Steichen. This box contains photogravures, the portfolio is entitled 'Edward Steichen: The Early Years 1900-1927'. Number 155. The portfolio contains a photogravure as well as printed text, 11 photogravures are absent.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 907
Photographic album by Edward Steichen ‘Camera Work Album’, 1906. This box contains photogravures and printed text. The album was gifted to the Royal Photographic Society by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966) in 1930.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 908
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). Six photographs (all nudes) are accompanied by printed text.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 909
Material relating to Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). This box contains leaflets entitled 'Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875) 1813-1875 Ten Photographs' and three empty mounts.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 910
Photographic prints by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875). This box contains RPS portfolio titled 'Ten Photographs', 9 photographic prints with 1 print missing, 'Two Ways of Life', listed as being in main sequence.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 911
Photographic prints by Frederick H. Evans. This box contains 3 portfolios, 2 containing modern reproductions of 'A Sea of Steps'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 912
A portfolio of coloured drawings of birds by David Reid-Henry.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 913
Photographic prints by Linda McCartney. This box contains portfolio titled ‘Linda’s Pictures, images by Linda McCartney’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 914
Portfolio titled 'The Golden Age of British Photography: 1839-1900'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 915
Empty portfolio by Kamil Chadirji, portfolio without specified prints inside.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 916
10 notebooks relating to Leica postal portfolios, 1949-1951, correspondence relating to
the Leica society between members, and some related photographic prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 917
10 notebooks relating to Leica postal portfolios, 1952, 1953, correspondence relating to
the Leica society between members, and some related photographic prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 918
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot, John Dillwyn Llewelyn and Alfred
Roshing. These are modern sepia toned reproduction prints from 1989.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 919
7 portfolios with photogravure prints, biographical notes and 8 empty portfolios.
Portfolios titled 'Masterpiece Treasures from the RPS collection' with prints by Peter
Henry Emerson, William Henry Fox Talbot, Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875), Frank
Meadow Sutcliffe, Alfred Stieglitz, ca. 1984-1986 photogravure reproductions.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 920
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as ‘Portrait box 3’, mainly
portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 921
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 2', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs, includes mounted portraits of Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904) and Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 922
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 1', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 923
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 4', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 924
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 5', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 925
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 6', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 926
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 7', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 927
Photographic prints by Herbert George Ponting, Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875), Roger Fenton (1819-1869) and Walter Bird. 42 prints including 'The Solar Club 1869' by Oscar Gustave Rejlander.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 928
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 10', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 929
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 9', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 930
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as 'Portrait box 11', mainly portraits of RPS fellows and other photographic clubs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 931
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains 60 photographic prints, miscellaneous Victorian and Edwardian portraits and cabinet cards with some prints damaged.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 932
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains 60 photographic prints, miscellaneous Victorian and Edwardian portraits and cabinet cards.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 933
Photographic prints of Tunisia by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 934
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. Subjects include Greenham Common and the North.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 935
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains a monograph of Joan Wakelin’s work, a hand list of the RPS collection of Joan Wakelin’s works, magazine cuttings and ephemera relating to Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 936
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box includes early works and photographs of Brighton.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 937
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box includes new work, photographs of the Old Vic pub and Bristol.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 938
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 939
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains projects including Aboriginals, Australia, Vets in Christchurch, glue sniffers, a Chinese funeral and ‘A day in the life of TV’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 940
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 941
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box includes photographs of Paris, portraits and street scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 942
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box includes 167 prints of Vietnam and magazine cuttings.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 943
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box includes ‘Return to Cherbourg’ Aboriginal project in Australia, 1983, 1998.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 944
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains competition entries, exhibition prints, Egypt, Singapore and Vietnam.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 945
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 946
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains mounted prints from project titled ‘within a stone’s throw’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 947
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains colour prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 948
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains unmounted cibachrome colour prints. Subjects include Lanzarote, New Zealand, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong and Egypt.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 949
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 950
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. Series titled "Within a stone's throw... of home!". Subjects include hairdressers, pub scenes and British urban scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 951
Empty tissue-paper envelopes for photographs by John Hinde
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 952
This box contains 36 Dufay colour transparencies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 953
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. Black and white work prints and contact sheets from the project 'within a stone's throw'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 954
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box includes work for Christian Aid 1980-1981, the Nong Khai refugee camp, the Cambodian border, Jerusalem, West Bank, Egypt and Beni Suef.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 955
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains black and white prints and poster for exhibition ‘Images of Anchor’s Older People’ 1993.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 956
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains early work including self-portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 957
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 958
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains prints from projects on Anchor housing, tattooing, Bangkok and the Mississippi Delta.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 959
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 960
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains ‘Colour’ works.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 961
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 962
Pile of loose plastic folders connected with the Joan Wakelin material.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 963
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 964
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 965
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 966
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 967
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 968
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 969
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 970 A
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains colour prints, Egypt, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, Thailand, and Hong Kong.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 970 B
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. Subjects include Lanzarote, Ireland and New Zealand.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 970 C
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains black and white prints from the Aboriginals series.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 971
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin Includes the Cancer and Oncology series, mainly portraits of patients.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 972
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains ink jet digital prints of miscellaneous subject matter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 973
Material relating to Joan Wakelin. This box includes magazine and newspaper cuttings, posters, brochures and journals.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 974
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains colour prints of Kymel Rouge Cambodia, Thailand and South East Asia, Egypt, Zambia, Sri Lanka and industrial scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 975
Photographic prints of India by Joan Wakelin, commissioned by Christina Aid.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 976
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin, Reading Camera Club certificates ca. 1960s, magazine clippings, and correspondence.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 977
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin. This box contains 35mm and 120mm black and white negatives, a VHS interview of Joan Wakelin by Mary Craig from 1981 and a hand list of the Joan Wakelin RPS collection.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 978
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 979
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 980
Portfolio with layout for a Christmas card from John Hinde and family, 1935.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 981
Photographic prints by John Hinde.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 982
Material connected to John Hinde. This box contains calendars, proofs, and other ephemera.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 983
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Some prints are fragile.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 984
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘Box 4A’. This box contains 121 prints depicting British urban war time scenes and circus scenes. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 985
Photographic prints by John Hinde. This box contains documents and slides. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 986
Photographic postcards by John Hinde, Joan Willis, E. Nagele and E. Ludwig. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 987
Photographic postcards by John Hinde, Joan Willis, E. Nagele and E. Ludwig. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 988
Photographic postcards by John Hinde, Joan Willis, E. Nagele, E. Ludwig and H. Gossler. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 989
Photographic postcards by John Hinde, Joan Willis, E. Nagele, E. Ludwig and H. Gossler. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 990
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘box 12’. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 991
Material relating to John Hinde. Marked as ‘box 16’. This box contains business diaries, notebooks and a book of poetry by Shelley. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 992
Material connected to John Hinde. Marked as ‘box 5’. This box contains postcards and ephemera.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 993
Photographic prints by John Hinde. This box contains rolled photographic prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 994
Photographic prints by John Hinde.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 995
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘Box 17’. This box contains 1 colour print (curled) of a woman holding a rabbit.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 996
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘Box 18’. This box contains a scrapbook, curled photographic prints with miscellaneous subject matter. These prints are fragile.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 997
Photographic prints by John Hinde.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 998
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘Box 48’. This box contains 60 black and white prints. Subjects include portraits, churches and British topography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 999
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘Box 7’. This box contains 94 colour prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1000
72 photographic prints by John Hinde. Subjects including the making of Clarke's shoes. This box also includes bromide prints in a spiral bound volume.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1001
Material relating to John Hinde. Marked as ‘Box 19’. This box contains a collection listing, letters, documentation and collection appraisal documents.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1002
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘box 10’ with no’s 283-320 A. This box includes ‘Citizens in Wartime’, colour mounted prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1003
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘Shelley book overflow, 13 (no6), 337 (2 of 2), 77-84’. This box contains architectural drawings by John Hinde, fragile rolled prints and block proof with plates for 'British Circus Life'.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1004
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘Box 9’ with no’s 37, 53, 54, 55, 58, 60, 61 complete. Also includes prints from ‘British Circus Life’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1005
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1006
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘box 15’ with no’s 2-22, 24-26 and 28-34. This box contains 38 prints from camera club criticism sessions and accompanying notes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1007
Photographic prints by John Hinde. Marked as ‘box 13’, with no’s 152-176, 178-185. This box contains 109 prints including ‘Britain in pictures’ and contact sheets.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1008
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1009
Photographic equipment relating to John Hinde.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1010
Photographic equipment relating to John Hinde.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1011
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1012

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1013
This box contains photographic equipment connected to John Hinde.

XRP 1014

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1015
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Sketches of Ashridge’ by Charles May, ‘More Men of Mark’ by Alvin Langdon Coburn, ‘Ireland’, ‘Our Conservative and Unionist Statesmen’.

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1016
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Treasure Spots of the World’ by Walter Woodbury, the Holy Bible, ‘Psalter und Harfe’ by Carl Tohann Phillip Spitta, ‘Swiss Scenery’ by S. Thompson, and ‘Ricordi di Firenze’ by Dei Fratelli Alinari.

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1017
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Men of Mark, A Gallery of Contemporary Portraits’ and ‘The Encyclopedia of Photography’ by Bernard E. Jones.

AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1018
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1019
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1020
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Studies from Nature' by Stephen Thompson and ‘The Musee Francaise’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1021
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Photographic Groups of Eminent Personages’ and ‘The Dresden Gallery’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1022
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Paris in photographs album 'Paris En Photographie', photogravures of Paris architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1023
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Oberammergrau’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1024
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Chefs-D’Oeuvre of Art’ and ‘Die Bayerischen Konigs Schlosser’ by Linderhof.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1025
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Alison’s History of Europe Atlas’ by Sir Archibald Alison and ‘Die Bayerischen Konigs Schlosser’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1026
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘The Great Historic Galleries of England’ by Lord Ronald Gower and ‘The Dresden Gallery’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1027
This box contains books from the Du Mont collection. Titles include ‘Galerie Contemporaine Litteraire Et Artistique’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1028
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. Marked as ‘albums box 5’.
This box contains print albums and loose prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1029
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. Marked as ‘albums box 4’.
This box contains 19 items including family albums and loose prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1030
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. This box contains 87 copy prints of originals from other collections.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1031
Photographic prints by Francis Frith (1822-1898) and unknown photographers. This box contains prints of British coastal scenes and cathedrals.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1032
Photographic prints from an NPR album. Photographers include Roger Fenton (1819-1869), Francis Frith (1822-1898), Bedford and Wilson. Subject is English topography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1033
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. Marked as ‘albums box 3’. This box contains 47 photographic items including albums and negatives.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1034
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. This box contains 417 items including portraits, the Samuels family, postcards and greetings cards.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1035
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. This box contains 389 prints of archaeological studies, postcards and miscellaneous subject matter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1036
Two photographic albums from the National Photographic Record. The subject depicted is European topography.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 1037
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. Marked as ‘NPR albums box 2’, containing family albums.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1038
Photographic prints from the National Photographic Record. Marked as ‘NPR albums box 1’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1039
Miscellaneous photographic prints and polaroids, box of Julia Margaret Cameron 5” x 4” copy negatives taken from polaroids of the original prints, and the National Photographic Record copy prints which depict British life ca. 1890-1920.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1040
Photographic prints from The National Photographic Record. Containing reproduction prints, a folder with prints titled 'Family Life', polaroids and contact sheets of images relating to family life and children in Britain ca. 1890-1910.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1041
Folder containing photographic prints titled 'Pink on the Map' The British Empire. NPR copy prints, polaroid prints of other photographic prints, depicting India ca. 1895-1915.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1042
29 photographic prints by an unknown photographer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1043
169 photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box contains the series richman/poormen, upstairs/downstairs, street scenes, city life, green pastures, country trades and customs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1044
Photographic prints by The National Photographic Record. The box contains reproduction prints, a folder titled 'The Working Man' including prints by William Henry Fox Talbot and Paul Martin, polaroid copies of RPS collection prints and newspaper cuttings.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1045
Photographic prints by various photographers. Marked as 'Medical group box 3'. This box contains 16 X-rays and photographs of various medical conditions and human foetuses.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1046
Photographic prints by various photographers, J. Fairfax Fozzard and E. J. Woodman. Marked as 'Medical group box 4'. This box contains 61 photographic objects including x-ray prints and photographs of human and animal parasites and human foetuses.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1047
Photographic prints from The National Photographic Record. This box contains 84 prints of the Boer War.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1048
This box contains miscellaneous rolled photographic prints by unknown photographers. Subjects include gardens, works of art, ca. late 19th early 20th century.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1049
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1050
Number not used
XRP 1051
Photographic prints by various photographers from the RPS Medical group. This box contains a set of prints and correspondence relating to the centenary exhibition of medical photography in 1953.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1052
Photographic prints from the RPS Medical Group. This box contains prints showing medical techniques and conditions.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1053
This box contains photographic albums from the RPS Medical group. Subjects include early plastic surgery, skin graft operations, an RPS Medical Group group photograph from 1967, a handbook for medical clerks 1952 and correspondence.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1053A
Glass lantern slides by Sir James Purves Stewart, a neurologist at Westminster Hospital, depicting neurological subject matter from WW1. Also in this box are glass lantern slides from the first British council sponsored traveling exhibition, medical in nature, and a selection of mid-career slides donated by John Andrews, the first secretary of the medical group, including a letter.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1054
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. Marked as ‘Medical group box 8’. This box contains a visitors book for medical group exhibitions 1965-1974, medical group catalogues 1946-1975 with some missing, book ‘medical photography study guide’, Third ed, 1975, a ‘Westminster Medical School department of medical photography’ album ca. 1946 and miscellaneous prints which are medical in nature.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 1055
Photographic prints from the RPS Medical group exhibition. This box contains mounted images relating to medical conditions.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1056
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. Marked as ‘Medical group box 7’. This box contains 62 objects including photographic prints, greetings cards, medical postcards, a glass plate negative of a postcard design, letters and personal correspondence and a photographic almanac dated 1934.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1057
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. Marked as 'Medical group box 2'. This box contains prints of medical equipment including microscopes, prints from a medical photography exhibition of 1949 and X-ray prints of human foetuses and other subject matter.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1058
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. Marked as ‘medical group box 6’. This box contains 25 prints. Subjects include animal foetuses, human foetuses, human diseases, medical equipment and methods.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1059
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. Marked as ‘Medical group box 10’. This box contains archival material and medical prints.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1060
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. Marked as 'Medical group box 9'. This box includes 18 envelopes, 27 prints, RPS medical group award certificates, general meeting information and correspondence.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 1061
Material from the RPS Medical Group. This box contains signage and display boards for unidentified medical group exhibitions.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1062
Material from the RPS Medical Group. Marked as ‘Medical group album 140’. This box contains a scrapbook of journal cuttings relating to medical photography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1063
Material from the RPS Medical Group. Marked as ‘Medical group album’. This box contains notebooks and press cuttings relating to the RPS Medical Group.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1064
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. Marked as ‘Medical Group box 1’. This box contains a certificate in a glass frame, mounted colour prints of surgery in action, stereoscope pairs of colour slide transparencies showing various medical scenes and models.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1065
Photographic prints by the RPS Medical Group. This box contains prints and exhibition labels. Subjects include thermal imaging, whole body thermography, skin conditions, and examples of various medical conditions.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1066
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. This box contains a list of works and mounted photographic prints, mainly of birds.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1067
Photographic prints by the RPS Archaeological and Heritage Group.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1068
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1069
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1070
Photographic prints on card showing a Black Necked Grebe.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1071
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1072
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1073
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1074
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1075
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1076
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1077
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1078
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1079
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 12’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary birds organised alphabetically, Peregrine to Plover, Kentish. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1080
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 13’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary birds organised alphabetically, Plover, Kentish to Redwing. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1081

XRP 1082
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 16’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary birds organised alphabetically, Sparrow, House to Swift. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1083
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 17’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary birds organised alphabetically, Tern, Arctic to Tit, Bearded. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1084
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 18’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary birds organised alphabetically, Tit, Blue to Warbler AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1085
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1086
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1087
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1088
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 22’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary insects organised alphabetically, Acherontia Atropos to Colias Croceus
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1089
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1090
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1091
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1092
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1093
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1094
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1095
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 27’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary plants organised alphabetically, Orchid to Moonort. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1096
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 28’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary plants from the working collection. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1097
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 27’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of contemporary mammals organised alphabetically, Seal, Common to Weasel. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1098

XRP 1099
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 33’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of historical collection birds and mammals organised alphabetically, Bittern to Cat, Scottish Wild. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1100
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 34’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of historical collection birds, Bittern to Duck, Tufted. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1101

XRP 1102

XRP 1103
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 37’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of historical collection birds organised alphabetically, Merlin to Peregrine. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1104
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs, January 1969. Marked as ‘box 38’. This box contains mounted photographic prints of historical collection birds organised alphabetically, Peregrine to Spoonbill. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1105
XRP 1106
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1107
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1108
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs. Marked as ‘box 42’. This box contains nature photographs by John Markham.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1109
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs. Marked as ‘box 43’. This box contains nature photographs by John Markham.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1110
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1111
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs. Marked as ‘box 44’. This box contains nature photographs by John Markham.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1112
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council National Collection of Nature Photographs. This box contains nature photographs by John Markham and F. Pitt.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1113
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1114
Photographic prints by various photographers. This box contains black and white prints of dogs and cats, various sizes and dates.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1115
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council. This box contains prints from the RPS exhibition, July/August 1993.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1116
Photographic prints by Richard and Cherry Kearton, containing ‘Pictures from nature’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1117
Photographic prints by Richard and Cherry Kearton, nature photography.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1118
Photographic prints by The Nature Conservancy Council. Marked as ‘box 2’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1119
Photographic prints by various photographers. Taken from a nature exhibition, card-mounted black and white prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1120
Photographic prints by various photographers. Taken from a nature exhibition, with some medical prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1121
Photographic prints from the RPS pictorial exhibition, R-Z.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1122
Photographic prints from RPS pictorial exhibition, H-P.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1123
Photographic prints from the RPS pictorial group exhibition.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1124
Photographic prints from the RPS pictorial group exhibition.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1125
Photographic prints from RPS exhibitions ca. 1960s and 1970s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1126
Photographic prints from RPS pictorial exhibitions, ca. 1960s-1970s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1127
Photographic prints of Prince Charles and Diana Spencer’s wedding, 1981.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1128
Photographic prints by various members of the Royal Family. Subjects include landscapes, architectural, children and animals. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1129
Photographic prints by various members of the Royal Family. Subjects include landscapes, architectural, children and animals. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1130
Photographic prints by various members of the Royal Family. Subjects include landscapes, architectural, children and animals. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1131
Photographic prints by The Duke and Duchess of Gloucester. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1132
Photographic prints from the Royalty exhibition. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1133
Photographic prints by John Claridge. Subjects include seventies pop stars, architecture, Stephen Dalton and a Prince Andrew calendar. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1134
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection. This box contains 3 framed prints. CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1135
Photographic prints from the Tyng Collection. Miscellaneous subject matter including Sidmouth, 1979. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1136
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, A – B.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1137
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, J – L.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1138
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, C – D.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1139
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, E – G.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1140
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection. Containing a folio of photogravures.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1141
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, H – I.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1142
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, M – N.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1143
Photographic prints by Tim Rudman from the Tyng collection. This box contains ‘Horstail Falls’ print and acquisition correspondence.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1144
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, T – Z.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1145
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, O – S.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1146
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, A – L.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1147
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, A – L.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1148
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, 2005 onwards.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1149
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection, M – Z.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1150
Photographic prints from the Tyng collection folio, A – L.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1150A
Photographic prints from the Tyng selection 2017. Including Paul Mitchell FRPS.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1151
Photographic prints from the Tyng folio, M – Z.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1152
Large portfolio - empty

XRP 1153
Portfolio - empty

XRP 1153A
Portfolio - empty

XRP 1154
Portfolio - empty

XRP 1154A
Portfolio - empty

XRP 1155
Portfolio - empty

XRP 1156
Examples of photomechanical processes and photomicrography and Hoc's gravure screen
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1157
40 photographic prints including astronomical record of sunspots 1937, Russian moon photographs and X ray examples, 1936.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1158
Photographic prints including early dryplate glass negatives from Paul Martin, an early Lumiere colour process print, miscellaneous newspaper cuttings and RPS certificates.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1159
Photographic prints from the Zagreb loan, 1939, 1954.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1160
3 framed holograms.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1161
Photographic prints by Mou-Yui Lee, Shi Shaohua, Jiang Ping Ping and Ahmed Manzoor,
Subjects include Tiawan, China and Saudi Arabia.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1162
Photographic prints by Roland Jonas, Julian Smith and Bertram Cox.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1163
Miscellaneous gifts, cuttings and certificates. This box also contains Kirlian photographs,
stereographs, and photographs by David Lee Guss.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1164
Aerial photography ca.1960.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1165
This box contains miscellaneous framed works, caricatures, a cyanotype by Mike Ware, a
photograph of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, and an example of the Paynetype
process.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1166
This box contains copy prints of works in the RPS collection, a daguerreotype, and
photographs by Georg Ludwig, Linton, S.K. Gajree, Gisela Markham-Szanto and John
Crocott.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1167
This box contains photographs of Ireland, holograms, a magic lantern slide, two glass positives by Chapman Jones, and miscellaneous prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1168
Photographic prints by Messrs. Lewis Bros. This box contains loose prints showing events of the Bath Historical Pageant, ‘The Eight Episodes’ and a booklet, ‘Bath Pictoral’, 1927-28, showing events in Bath.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1169
Photographic prints from the Royal Mail. This box includes family photographs, and weddings, which were all lost in post or had the wrong address.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1170
Photographic prints by Marcia Fairbairn.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1171
Photographic prints by Gordon Barber, Houghton’s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1172
Photographic prints from the RPS scientific collections. This box contains 24 prints submitted to the RPS Third Annual Exhibition, 1948. Photomicrography, with data relating to the exhibition.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1173
Photographic prints by S. L. Coulthurst, Morgan & Kidd printing processes and Oil and Bromoil cutting 1907-1923.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1174
Photographic prints including 3 portraits ca. 1860s, 2 Woodbury types, Victoria Falls, Harold Holcroft and aerial views of Russell Square, London.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1175
Photographic prints from ‘United States/War in the Pacific’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1176
Photographic prints including carbon prints on wood, a portrait of John Henry Dallmeyer and a portrait of Terry Fincher.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1177
Miscellaneous items including part of ‘Cabinet Portrait Gallery’ journal, a portrait of George Sewell and empty glass frames.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1178
Photographic prints of Liverpool by John Dudley Johnston (1868-1955), photographer and curator of the RPS collection between 1924 and 1955. This box also contains William Henry Fox Talbot photoglyphic engraving and photographs by Mark de Fraeye.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1179
Photographic prints by H. T. Malby. This box contains 2 framed prints of Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre (1787-1851).
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1180
Photographic prints by NASA. Including booklets, photographic prints and promotional material.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1181
Photographic prints marked as ‘Churches box 1’. This box contains miscellaneous prints of clergymen, church exteriors and interiors.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1182
Photographic carbon prints on wood.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1183
Miscellaneous paper negatives, British/European subject matter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1184
Framed works including a portrait of Sir David Brewster, ‘The Waters of Lethe’, a portrait of Herbert B. Berkeley, and a group portrait by Woodland-Fullwood.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1185
Framed works including and etching of James Craig Annan by William Strang, ‘Ex Libris’ by James Craig Annan, and a portrait of J. Traill Taylor.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1186
Framed works including a portrait of Janet Burnett by James Craig Annan, seven photo-enamels by A.L. Henderson and a carbon print titled ‘In the Gardens of the Villa d’Este’ by Charles Job FRPS.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1187
Framed works including portraits of Walter B. Woodburn and Frederick Hardrich.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1188
Number not used
XRP 1189
Photographic prints by Ron Proctor.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1190
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1191
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1192
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1193
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1194
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1195
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1196
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1197
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1198
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1199
Photographic prints by James Jarché (1890-1965). This box contains early 35mm lantern slides, images include Winston Churchill and King George VI.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1200
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1201
Photographic prints from the Daily Express.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1202
Colourised photograph on silk, from an original print in an envelope from Mrs Abel Best.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1203
Number not used

XRP 1204
Photographic prints by Ralph Hopkins including prints from the '50 Women' exhibition.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1205
Photographic prints by George Washington Wilson. This box contains collodion stereos and miscellaneous small prints.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1206
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1207
‘Mason box’. This box contains autochromes of miscellaneous subject matter.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1208
Photographic prints by A. E. Amor. Containing autochromes. Subjects include travel and the Royal Photographic Society Museum.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1209
Photographic prints by Herbert Bairstow and Ian Berry. This box contains 2 mounted prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1210
Miscellaneous glass plate negatives in boxes and empty envelopes.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1211
Photographs on fabric/silk.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1212
Large glass plate negatives. Marked as ‘Shave box’. Subjects include British street scenes, ca. 1900s.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1213
A daguerreotype and an autochrome.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1214
Photographic prints showing miscellaneous photographic processes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1215
Miscellaneous material relating to the RPS book ‘Photogenic’. Including biographical information, press cuttings, and Hurter and Driffield material.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1216
Glass lantern slides of images used in the RPS publication ‘Photogenic’, including Mark Oliver Dell, László Moholy-Nagy, Bertram Cox, Travis Burton and D. J. Ruzicka. This box includes one autochrome.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1217
Photographic prints by Bisson Freres and Charles Clifford.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1218
Marked as ‘Photogenic box 6’, this box includes a possible early photogenic drawing.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1219
Photographic prints by James Ravilious, Dennis Thorpe and Paul Hill. Marked as ‘Exposure’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1220
Miscellaneous large mounted material.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1221
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1222
Outsized miscellaneous prints
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1223
Photographic prints by Dr. A. Adams. This box contains colour prints of flowers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1224
Glass lenticular portrait of a man with a pipe, ca. 1940s
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1225
Photographic prints and a notebook by Maurice Bishop.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1226
Miscellaneous correspondence and maps relating to Guy Knocker.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1227
Photographic prints by Guy Knocker.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1228
Photographic prints by Guy Knocker. This box also includes an album and negatives.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1229
Photographic negatives by Guy Knocker.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1230
Photographic negatives by Guy Knocker.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1231
Photographic prints by Guy Knocker. This box includes an album and negatives.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1232
Photographic prints by Shukedo Singh. Subjects include India, diamond jubilee
memorabilia and a lenticular portrait of Queen Elizabeth II.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1233
Photographic prints by Bill Carden, Penelope Duns, Clare Park and Bill Wisden.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1234
Miscellaneous mounted and unmounted prints dating from the second half of the 20th
century.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1235
Photographic prints by Anella Birkett.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1236
Photographic prints by Harold Mood.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1237
Material relating to Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966). This box contains correspondence
and ephemera.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1238
Photographic prints by Margaret Harker.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1239
Examples of colour photography, 1920s and 1930s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1240
Photographic prints by The Royal Photographic Society Victorian Chapter, 2003. This box contains a bound volume in a slip case.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1241
This box contains a ‘Sprite Detector’, Selex sensors and airborne systems.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1242
This box contains portraits of RPS presidents and members including Rosemary Wilman, Ralph Jacobson, Bernard Sinkinson and Chris Roberts.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1243
This box contains magic lantern slides.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1244
This box contains a Fantascope and slides, 1834. This box also contains miscellaneous topographical late 19th century prints by unknown photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1245
This box contains a photographic print by John Swannell studio.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1246
This box contains a stack of letters.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1247
Suitcase of material given to the RPS collection by Jeff Vickers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1248
Box file of magazine cuttings relating to the Royal Photographic Society, non-photographic.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1249
Miscellaneous mounted colour prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1250
Photographic prints by Harold White. This box contains 'Laycock, an English village'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1251
Photographic prints by Harold White. This box contains 'Laycock, an English village'.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1252
Photographic press prints, 1953. Subjects include the Royal family and coronation.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1253
Photographic prints by F. Engel and K. Schellbach. The subject is the graphic representations of optics.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1254
Photographic prints by Ernest Letten and Robert L McFerran. This box contains miscellaneous colour prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1255
Cotton advertising banner and engraved metal banner for ‘Selo-chrome’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1256
28 Vivex colour prints by various photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1257
Photographic prints of the Festival of Britain. This box includes lantern slides and prints from the Bristol Camera Club Exhibition of modern photographs in 1942.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1258
This box contains Royal Photographic Society colour photography examples, Jos Pe, coloursnaps, Kodak, RPS colour exhibition catalogue, 1931, press cuttings and booklets.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1259
Suitcase containing empty envelopes originally holding prints by Richard N. Haile.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1260
This box contains Carbro 35mm slides, several boxes taped together, possibly by W. J. Pilkington, ca. 1950s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1261
Photographic prints by Baron Nicholas de Rakoczy, ca. 1939.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1262
Photographic prints by Baron Nicholas de Rakoczy, ca. 1939.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1263
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1264
Photographic portfolios by Baron Nicholas de Rakoczy, a handlist from The Photographers Gallery and 3 copies of The International Horse Show programme.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1265
Photographic family and travel albums, ca. 1910-1930 of Switzerland and Germany.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1266
Photographic prints from RPS official dinners, fragile.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1267
Photographic prints by Derrick V. Knight, J. Carter and unknown photographers. Subjects include South America, Indonesia, Malaya and steam locomotives.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1268
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley. Subjects include British ecclesiastical and pastoral scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1269
Photographic prints by Alex Keighley.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1270
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1271
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1272
Photographic prints by Alexander Keighley. This box also contains 1853 RPS medals related to William Cobb and photo engravings.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1273
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1274
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark. Contains 28 photographic prints. Subjects include British topographical, portraits and ecclesiastical architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1275
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1276
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1277
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1278
Photographic prints by Baron Nicholas De Rakoczy. Subjects include male portraits, landscapes, seascapes and cityscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1279
Photographic prints by Baron Nicholas De Rakoczy and unknown photographers. Subjects include female portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1280
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1281
Photographic prints by G. V. Clark. Subject is landscapes, 1950s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1282
Photographic prints by Reg Mason and Cyril Hale. Donation from Joan Mason and Mrs Hale.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1283
Photographic prints by Reg Mason and Cyril Hale. Donation from Joan Mason and Mrs Hale.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1284
Photographic portfolio of prints by ‘The Postal Photographic Portfolio Groups’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1285
Photographic prints by Derrick Knight. This box includes ‘the old and the new in South Asia’, prints and posters.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1286
Photographic prints by Derrick Knight.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1287
Photographic prints by Derrick Knight and H. W. Lansdell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1288
Photographic prints by Howard Lansdell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1289
Photographic prints by the Shell Photographic Unit.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1290
Photographic album from the Press Association of World War 1. This box includes photographs from James Jarche, Derrick Knight and the Shell Photographic Unit.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1291
Photographic prints by Howard Lansdell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1292
Photographic prints by Howard Lansdell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1293
Photographic prints by Howard Lansdell.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1294
Photographic prints from the Photo Rail Exhibition, 1976. Marked as ‘box 1 of 5’. Also includes a handlist.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1295
Photographic prints from the Photo Rail Exhibition, 1976. Marked as ‘box 2 of 5’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1296
Photographic prints from the Photo Rail Exhibition, 1976. Marked as ‘box 3 of 5’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1297
Photographic prints from the Photo Rail Exhibition, 1976 Marked as ‘box 5 of 5’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1298
Photographic prints from the Photo Rail Exhibition, 1976. Marked as ‘box 4 of 5’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1299
Photographic prints and 5 notebooks by F. Oakes Smith. This box contains four photographic albums. Subjects include Alpine climbing, travel.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1300
Photographic prints by Nora Edney-Hayter. This box contains 3 albums and competition prints. Subjects include ships, a colonial plantation and family photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1301
Photographic prints by Nora Edney-Hayter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1302
Photographic prints by Nora Edney-Hayter. Subjects include animals, children, portraits, Britain and Europe, 1915-1930s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1303
Photographic prints by Nora Edney-Hayter.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1304
Photographic prints and a glass slide by Henry Essenhigh Corke. Subjects include WW1 naval sinkings.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1305
Holographic print of a smoke detector by Michael Reynolds.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1306
Photographic prints from the Foto Klub Zagreb exhibition loan 1954, by various photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1307
Contains 3 copies of a German language monograph of William Henry Fox Talbot titled ‘camera’, modern reproductions from the Kodak museum of William Henry Fox Talbot prints and a holographic print.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1308
Photographic prints from the Foto Klub Zagreb exhibition loan 1954 by various photographers, subjects include portraits and animal studies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1309
Kodachrome 35mm slides of horse jumping.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1310
Photographic prints by J. A. Coulthard, prints of an award ceremony (possibly RPS related).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1311
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1312
This box contains early collodion prints by various photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1313
This box contains early collodion prints by James Craig Annan, E. G. Aston and Richard Almond.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1314
This box contains framed prints, portfolio of prints from the Photographic Society of America and 20th Century modernist prints.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1315
This box contains a framed print by Herbert Ponting, a framed hand-coloured portrait and an RPS evening sound recording on vinyl record.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1316
Photographic prints by Richard Sullivan. This box contains platinum prints ca. 1998, a booklet, and lab notes relating to the platinum print process.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1317
Photographic prints by Bert Hardy. This box contains colour 35mm transparencies, carte de visite, cabinet cards, photographic prints stuck onto postcards and Dufay colour transparencies.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1318
Photographic prints by Joan Wakelin of the Crystal Palace ca. 1950s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1319
Contains 36 mounted prints, Vivex natural colour.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1320
4 'metallic' photographic prints on wood, by the Metallic Photo Printing Syndicate, New Southgate.

XRP 1321
Framed prints showing ‘The Evolution of the Projector’ no’s 3-8.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1322
This box contains a framed portrait of Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879) from a painting by G. Watts, a framed print of an Arthur Hallam bust and a framed print of Lady Tennyson from a painting.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1323
This box contains an image of sunspots from Greenwich observatory 11/06/1925, 5 colour prints from 1937 coronation of George VI, by A.C. (Arthur) Banfield (1875-1965) and miscellaneous 19th century paper prints.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1324
This box contains miscellaneous late 19th century prints, the Great Eastern Railway, example of ‘first use of photography to aid wood engraver’ presented by John Leighton 1902, a photographic album titled ‘China 1942-1944’ and correspondence.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1325
Letters and envelopes relating to portrait boxes, no photographic prints present.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1326
Photographic prints by E. Seymour and J. M. Whitehead, framed.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1327
Photographic prints by Charles Job, Mrs G. A. Barton and Ernest G. Boon, ca. 1900.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1328
Miscellaneous RPS record prints and photomicrographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1329
This box contains an empty frame for ‘electrotype from carbon relief’ by Joseph William Swan, a framed mezzotint by Joseph William Swan, a portfolio of Society Francaise reproduction prints early showing the history of photography, prints by Charles Bennett, a copy of daguerreotype of the sun, taken by Fiseau, 1845 and a print from collodion negative of the moon by Warren De La Rue, 1860.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1330
Photographic prints by Cyril Piper. This box also includes a framed glass positive, carte de visites, cigarette cards featuring photos by Cavanders ltd. London, a wooden printing frame, empty Daguerreotype cases and journal cuttings detailing developing methods ca. late 19th century.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1331
This box contains a framed print by Edwin Appleton, a Burchall photographic slide rule, a mounted display on ‘Technique for producing electron radiographs’ and a portrait of Arthur H. Downes, RPS president from 1986-1988.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 1332
This box contains RPS portrait of members, mounted and unmounted, 35mm colour slides and modern reproductions of miscellaneous prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1333
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1334
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1335
Material relating to William Arthur Poucher (1891-1988) including a notebook including list of prints. This box also contains RPS reproduction material including copies of paper negatives by William Henry Fox Talbot, Roger Fenton’s 1856 medal, Calvert Jones, The Earl of Crawford and glass plate negatives.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1336
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1337
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains miscellaneous snapshots in envelopes and glass plate negatives. Subjects include Japan and China ca. 1930s, warships and tanks ca. 1915 and English topographical views.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 1338
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains RPS reproduction material, dry plate negatives and film negatives. Subjects include, sunsets, holiday prints, 1947 and a bound carte de visite album.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1339
This box contains a cabinet card and biographical information and biography of William White, 1903 and patent information on ‘device for attaching film strips to leaves which may be loose or bound in album-form’ 1948 by James Isidor Wolfsohn.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1340
Marked as ‘Box: WF61’. This box contains a painted silhouette of a child, a carte-de-visite album, a framed colour portrait of a woman ca. 1920s, 12 microphotographs by J. B. Dancer and 19 Kodachrome copies, 4 tintypes and 2 autochromes.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1341
Marked as ‘WF62’. This box contains hand coloured tintypes ca. 1884-1885, a framed albumen print of Sir James Simpson, daguerreotypes and ambrotypes in poor condition and ‘the first photograph on wood’ bas relief by Flaxman.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1342
This box contains 2 mounted x-rays of medical equipment by Watson & Sons Electro Medical Ltd.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1343
This box contains 2 boxes of colour 35mm slides ca. 1970s, 1 box of 35mm colour slides of Switzerland 1964, Italy 1964, box of unused Lignose colour film packs and envelopes of prints from The Society of St Francis, 1979.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1344
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1345
This box contains a large glass plate from a historic frame.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1346
This box contains 1 album of carte-de-visite, and C. L. Emanuel’s early attempts at film sequences, some stereoscopic, 1948.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1347
This box contains three 16mm films of Royal weddings and coronations given by F. Scotto.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1348
This box contains a donation from Michael J. Creedon, including 75 35mm colour slides and 15 resumes from ‘Meniscus Exhibition’ ca. 1985.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1349
Photographic prints by Charles E. Brown. Including autochromes, 1 broken, 3D booklets including glasses that are adult in nature, a gift from Gill Hawleen (daughter of Charles E. Brown) and a copy of British Journal of Photography centenary issue, a facsimile of the July 1864 issue.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 1350
This box contains material marked as 'Mexico records'. This box includes two prints of Nickolas Haz and a group of students (including Frida Kahlo), 1938, portraits, 1920s, ‘Pakolor’ film prints, Ferraniacolor prints and Ansco Color prints ca. 1950s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1351
This box contains prints showing ‘The origins of photography’ exhibition at MOMA 1949, a ‘Frena’ camera handbook, with handwritten notes ca. 1900, an envelope of cabinet cards, G. Goodliffe, photographs taken at the RPS Yorkshire conference ca. 1940s-1950s and Dr. G. H. Rodman’s collection of photographs of x-ray tubes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1352
This box contains 14 mounted Edwardian studio portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1353
This box contains two photographic prints by Andre Kertesz, examples of early snapshot color prints ca. 1925, technical and legal documents relating to Snapshots Ltd and examples of duotone and pantone printing.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1354
This box contains a framed holographic print, 1996, and an unframed holographic print. CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1355
This box contains an envelope of test prints ca. 1910s, interior and portraits in envelope marked ‘Rodewalds Rooms’, a stereo card print by Herbert Ponting, a ‘Modern Court Photography’ booklet and prints by Richard Neville Speaight, examples from ‘the Orloff process of colour printing’, 1899, an example of ‘grout-gravure’ printing, 1928, and an example of an ‘Asquith’ catalogue.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1356
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains examples of colour prints, first half of the 20th century.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1357
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Marked as ‘WF63’. This box contains three framed photographs of calotype cameras.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1358
This box contains prints taken from Dr Friedrich Adolf Paneth’s autochromes exhibition. Subjects include Europe, Egypt and Russia. This box also contains Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901) modern film positives, full size copies of ‘Bringing Home the May’ and ‘The Cottage Home’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1359
This box contains an example of photographic printing plates, John Pouncy medals, 1954, a framed portrait, WWI prints, a thesis by J. C. Fuller on Julia Margaret Cameron, on microfilm, 1964, a microfilm of the William Henry Fox Talbot RPS manuscript collection, a framed daguerreotype and assorted snapshots by Thora Stone of Bath, ca. 1920s.
Donated by Mrs. Jackson of Bath.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1360
Two Indian puppets of unknown origin.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1361
Box This box contains 8”x 6” negatives by Richard N. Speaight, featuring royalty ca. 1920s, examples of mounted photographs of paintings, travel prints ca. 1860s, and albumen prints mounted on card, labelled ‘Natives of Natal, South Africa’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1362
Photographic prints of Bath, reproductions ranging from 1870 to 1940s, with location information.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1363
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. This box contains examples of colour processes including, Dufay, Dioptichrome, Uvachrom, Paget, Colorsnap and Raydex. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1364
Photographic prints by Pakolor, Ernest Letton, Boles and Boles, Ansco color, Frank Marshall Moore and Stephen Johnson. This box contains 40 colour prints. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1365
Photographic slide transparencies by Dufay colour ca. 1930s to 1950s. Miscellaneous subjects matter including nature, travel, portraits and snapshots. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1366
Marked as ‘Cranberry Box’. This box contains slides taken from tricolour process prints by Jack H. Coote ca. 1947, postcards of British views, some hand-tinted, a photographic copy of the first pictures taken by John Roebuck Rudge, of Frank Huxtable, 1887, an album featuring photographs of artworks and views, 1861, a family album ca. 1900, photographs taken near Bath, example of a pressed flower from 1909, pantone printing process booklet and 4 Dufay color transparencies. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1367
Photographic prints by George Pollock. Subjects include the RPS Bath project ca. 1979 and photographs showing the opening of Linda McCartney’s ‘Sixties’ exhibition. AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1368
This box contains a test print of the RPS annual 1922, including a letter from Bradley and Son Ltd publishers and press cutting book detailing Arthur H. Downes years as RPS president.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1369
Photographic prints by The RPS photographic convention group. Including meetings, group outings and portraits.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1370
This box contains miscellaneous RPS items including an album of reprinted photographs of ‘famous cities, scenes and paintings’ early 20th century, a portfolio of photogravures of Greece in 1930, photographs of Stonehenge by William Arthur Poucher, photographs of museum events and London RPS meetings at the Challoner Club ca. 1950s, photographs of Gandolfi camera makers by Euan Duff and a cassette tape of ‘Orvil Stokes Creative Vision Workshop colour zones system’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1371
This box contains architectural drawing of RPS Octagon upper gallery space, 1980, an album titled ‘Photographs of the Year 1892’ with glyptotypes and a review by A. Horsley Hinton, mounted prints of 16 Princes Gate, Bath, and contact prints of a RPS dinner at the Savoy, 1970.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1372
Photographic prints by unknown photographers. Including portraits of RPS members, correspondence relating to portraits and a glass holographic print.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1373
This box contains RPS archival material and photographs including, medal ceremonies ca. 1960s, RPS groups and dinners ca. 1960s-1970s, some fragile.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 1374
Photographic portraits of RPS fellows including, Frederick Scott Archer, A. Voigtlander, John Henry Dallmeyer, portraits of men ca. 1870s by E. W. Fox Lee and a Chinese painting on a bamboo screen.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1375
This box contains RPS archival material, including photographs of the RPS London HQ, various exhibitions and the RPS museum.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1376
This box contains RPS archival material including Lonsdale Allen architectural drawings for the RPS building interior, exhibition signage and information for ‘The Living Body Bared’ at the Long Gallery and reproduction prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936), O. J. Rejlander, Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901) and Roger Fenton (1819-1869)
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1377
This box contains RPS archival material including photographs of Bath, the RPS headquarters and museum and a RPS centenary folio.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1378
This box contains portraits and archival material relating to RPS fellows ca. 1980s-1990s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1379
This box contains RPS archival material donated b Pat Hallett, subjects include RPS events and outings ca. 1950s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1380
This box contains RPS archival material, the RPS HQ, dinners and events ca. 1930s-1950s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1381
Photographic prints and other material relating to the RPS colour group. This box includes a box of 35mm colour slides and a hand list of photographers represented in the Colour Group.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1382
This box contains one photograph of the ‘Scientific Conference Group’ in 1956.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1383
This box contains RPS reproduction prints including copies of works by William Henry Fox Talbot, Ralph Robinson, Roger Fenton, James Mudd, portraits of William Henry Fox Talbot, Julia Margaret Cameron, John Dudley Johnston, Samuel Bourne and exhibition information on ‘La Famille Tairraz’ 100 years of mountaineering photographs ca. 1860s-1960s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1384
This box contains RPS reproduction prints including copies of works by Frank Sutcliffe, William Henry Fox Talbot, Ralph Robinson, Samuel Bourne, exhibition display boards on ‘The Origins of Photography’, Horace Nicholls (1867-1941), Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879) and Roger Fenton (1819-1869).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1385
This box contains a bound volume of portraits ‘The High Commissioners for the Dominions and for India’, 1937, a bound album of wildlife photography and miscellaneous portraits, including team photographs of Oxford cricket club.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1386
Photographic prints by various photographers. 22 mounted black and white photographs from ‘Australian’ exhibition.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1387
Photographic negatives by John Wood. This box also includes correspondence relating to untraced items and RPS labels removed from prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1388
This box contains RPS archival material, including labels and correspondence relating to RPS objects.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1389
This box contains press cuttings from the USA relating to ‘Treasures of the RPS Collection’ exhibition, RPS ‘memorandum of association and articles’, 1893, and miscellaneous photographs and polaroid prints of RPS members of staff and outings ca. 1950s-1990s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1390
This box contains RPS duplicate material and correspondence relating to untraced objects.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1391
This box contains RPS archival material and paperwork relating to collection donations and book donations.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1392
This box contains posters relating to various RPS exhibitions.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1393
Photographic prints by an unknown photographer, including photographs of RPS award ceremonies, 1999 and 2000.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1394
Box of lantern slides
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1395
Number not used

XRP 1396
This box contains approx. 200 leaflets relating to RPS exhibition ‘A Private View’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1397
This box contains approx. 200 copies of a leaflet relating to ‘The Rejlander Portfolio’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1398
This box contains half tone printing blocks of illustrations used in The Photographic Journal, 1973, including copies of works by William Henry Fox Talbot and history of photography images.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1399
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1400
This box contains a RPS fellowship certificate given to Charles Gladdish, 1949, an album of portraits titled ‘photographic personalities’ given by H. D. Fretwell, 1958 and glass and film negatives relating to the RPS centenary.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING
XRP 1401
Framed collodion positive of a woman sat in a chair, fragile.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1402
Framed photographic print by A. C. Hugh, titled ‘Grandeur’, depicting a waterfall.
Exhibited in the London Salon of Photography, 1951.
CAUTION WHEN ISSUING

XRP 1403
Material relating to Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box contains loose pages from
‘Pictures from Life in Field and Fen’, no photographic plates, frontispiece and pages of
text.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1404
Material relating to Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). Marked as ‘box 1’. This box
contains portfolio covers for ‘Pictures of East Anglian Life’ and ‘Pictures from Life in Field
and Fen’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1405
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). Including the book ‘Marsh
leaves from the Norfolk Broad-Land’, 1895, and ‘On English Lagoons’, 1893.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1406
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes the book
‘Wild Life on a Tidal Water’, 1890, and ‘Idylls of the Norfolk Broads’, 1887. Also containing
two loose prints.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1407
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes loose pages
taken from ‘Life and Landscape on the Norfolk Broads’, 1886.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1408
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes the book ‘Pictures of East Anglian Life’, 1888.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1409
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes mounted prints taken from ‘Pictures of East Anglian Life’, 1888.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1410
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes two copies of the book ‘Wild Life on a Tidal Water’, 1890.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1411
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box contains the book ‘Life and Landscape on the Norfolk Broads’, 1886, including 40 platinotypes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1412
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes the book ‘Pictures of East Anglian Life’, 1888.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1413
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes the book ‘Pictures of East Anglian Life, 1888, with a version of ‘away across the marshes’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1414
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes two copies of ‘Life and Landscape on the Norfolk Broads’, 1886.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1415
Empty box

XRP 1416
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes the book ‘Pictures of East Anglian Life’, 1888.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1417
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes mounted prints from ‘Idylls of the Norfolk Broads’ and ‘Pictures from Life in Field and Fen’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1418
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes the book ‘Life and Landscape on the Norfolk Broads’, 1886.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1419
This box contains the cover only of ‘Idylls of the Norfolk Broads’ by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1420
Photographic prints by Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). This box includes the book ‘Pictures from Life in Field and Fen’, 1887.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1421
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1422
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1423
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
‘Bush Fire’ by George F. Pollock.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1424
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
‘Fishy Tiger’ by George F. Pollock, 1966
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1425
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1426
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1427
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1428
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
‘Space Wings’ by George F. Pollock.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1429
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
‘Space Wings’ by George F. Pollock.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1430
Vitrograph, framed, mounted abstract colour photograph, unglazed
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1431
Contains a leather-bound portfolio containing a newspaper sheet dating from 1980. The portfolio is tagged with a label addressed to ‘Jane Fletcher, National Museum of Photography’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1432
This object is six framed albumen portraits (carte-de-visites) in a single carved wood frame. Depicted are three women, a young man in a clerical robe, a man in uniform and one group portrait.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1433
Gelatin silver print, framed, showing architectural detail of a Romanesque carved column in an arched structure.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1434
Framed portrait of Queen Elizabeth, colour photograph by M.W. Elphinstone, FRPS, 1948.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1435
Framed photograph ‘The Lady of Shalott’, by Henry Peach Robinson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1436
Framed photographic print by Henry Peach Robinson, titled ‘Bringing Home the May’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1437
Framed photographic print by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875), titled ‘The Two Ways of Life’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1438
Number not used

XRP 1439
Number not used

XRP 1440
Number not used

XRP 1441
Framed black and white gelatin silver photograph by W.A. Poucher, titled ‘Roxy Milk Bar’. Marked with ‘modern copy print from original negative in RPS Collection’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1442
Framed print by Tim Walker. An RPS acquisition from 2015.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1443
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1444
Number not used
XRP 1445
An empty frame.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1446
Miscellaneous framed outsize objects
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1446
Framed photographic portrait of George Eastman. Toned gelatin silver print ca. 1920.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1447
Framed photographic portrait of King George V and Queen Mary by an unknown photographer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1448
Framed photographic portrait of Queen Elizabeth II by Baron.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1449
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1450
Framed photographic print by Fred Boissonnas, titled ‘Mont Blanc’, 1892. Donated to the RPS by J. R. Dallmeyer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1451
Frame portrait of an unidentified male by an unknown photographer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1452
Miscellaneous outsize frames.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1453
Miscellaneous outsize frames.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1454
An outsize portfolio of miscellaneous photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1455
Outsize loose prints by various photographers (including Joan Wakelin) in a plans chest drawer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1456
An outsize portfolio of miscellaneous photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1457
An empty portfolio.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1458
An outsize portfolio of miscellaneous photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1459
Outsize loose prints by various photographers in a plans chest drawer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1460
An outsize portfolio of miscellaneous photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1461
An outsize portfolio of miscellaneous photographs.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1462
Miscellaneous picture frames.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1463
Wooden box, originally used to hold Henry Peach Robinson’s glass plate negatives for the photograph ‘Carolling’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1464
The original box for glass negatives by Henry Peach Robinson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1465
Framed photographic print by Henry Peach Robinson, titled ‘Fading Away’. This is a modern copy print.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1466
Miscellaneous framed outsize objects
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1467
Framed copy of photographic print, ‘Bringing Home the May’ and composite prints, by Henry Peach Robinson.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1468
Framed pencil sketch by Henry Peach Robinson, for the photograph ‘Carolling’, 1886-1887.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1469
Number not used.

XRP 1470
Framed copy of photographic print 'Two Ways of Life' by Oscar Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1471
13 large format loose prints by various photographers.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1472
18 outsize loose prints by various photographers in a plans chest drawer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1473
27 outsize loose prints by various photographers in a plans chest drawer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1474
25 Outsize loose prints by various photographers in a plans chest drawer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1475
Outsize loose prints by various photographers in a plans chest drawer.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1476
Photographic prints by Thomas Richard Williams (1825-1871), Williams began his career as an assistant to Antoine Francois-Jean Claudet (1749-1867) until he established his own Regent Street studio in 1850. He is best known for the stereoscopic daguerreotypes he took of the Crystal Palace. This box also contains a stereoscopic daguerreotype by Thomas Richard Williams titled ‘Nature Mort’ or ‘The Sands of Time’, 1852, and various other early daguerreotypes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

**XRP 1477**
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot, two copies of part one of ‘The Pencil of Nature’, a handwritten letter by Alfred Stieglitz (1864-1946) to the RPS dated 31 August 1910, a camera lucida drawing by William Henry Fox Talbot, titled a ‘Distant view of Varenne’, made in Italy, 12 October 1833 (Varennes is at the north end of Lake Como) and three positive salt prints by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

**XRP 1478**
This box contains a daguerreotype portrait of William Henry Fox Talbot taken by Antoine Francois-Jean Claudet, ca. 1844, ‘union’ case with a moulded and coloured thistle and rose design by an unknown manufacturer, ca. 1860, 6 ambrotype portraits ca. 1860s, and a panoramic daguerreotype view of Paris from the Pont Neuf, taken by an unknown photographer ca. 1840, attributed to Noel Paymal Lerebours (1807-1873), a French optician and daguerreotypist.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

**XRP 1479**
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

**XRP 1480**
Photographic prints by Paul Martin, Herbert Bairstow, Robert Demachy, Brassaï, Nicholas Muray, John Swannell, Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966) and Frederick H. Evans.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

**XRP 1481**
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1482
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1483
Photographic prints by John Hinde, Arthur Rothstein, Fred Holland Day and Otto Pfenninger (1855-1929). This box includes a portrait of Walter Woodbury, 1857, and a portrait of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1484
Photographic prints by Hill and Adamson and Lady Eastlake.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1485
Photographic prints by Frank Meadow Sutcliffe, Minya Diez-Dührkoop, Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936), Adolf de Meyer, John Blakemore, Harold Edgerton, Margaret Bourke-White, Henry Peach Robinson (1830-1901), Eadweard Muybridge, Linneaus Tripe and E. D. Lacey. This box includes an image of the Photographic Society outing to Hampton Court in 1856.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1486
Photographic prints by Margaret Bourke-White, Frederick H. Evans, Don McCullin, J. D. Johnston, Edward Weston, Nicholas Muray, Mervyn O’Gorman and Alfred Steiglitz.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1487
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1488
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1489
Photographic prints by Roger Fenton (1819-1869), Albert Renger, James Jarché, Francis Frith (1822-1898), Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966) and Annie Brigman.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1490
Photographic prints by Edward Weston, Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936), Fred Holland Day, Robert Demachy, Frank Eugene and Paul Strand.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1491
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1492
Photographic prints by F. J. Swainsbury. Subjects include church architecture and village scenes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1493
Photographic prints of Afghanistan by Chris Steele-Perkins.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1494
Photographic prints by Alex Boyd. This box includes four prints and a postcard.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE
XRP 1495
Photographic prints by Roy Robertson. This box includes a print, portrait and acquisition information.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1496
Number not used.

XRP 1497
Number not used.

XRP 1498
Number not used.

XRP 1499
Photographic prints by W.H.A Fincham and F. Swainsbury. Subjects include Tunbridge Wells, church architecture, haystacks and mountain landscapes.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1500
Photographic prints by H. S. Newcombe. This box includes coastal scenes, ca.1950s - 1970s.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1501
Photographic prints by F. J. Swainsbury. Subjects include church architecture, countryside scenes and coastal landscapes.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1502
This box contains large paper negatives. Subjects include Burma, Canterbury cathedral and church architecture.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1503
Large format framed photograph ‘Herschel Telescope’ by Peter Fraser.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY
XRP 1504
Large format framed photograph ‘A Day in the Life of Frank Sinatra’ by Terry O’Neill.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1505
Photographic prints by Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966), Edward Steichen, Oscar
Gustave Rejlander (1813-1875) and Horace Nicholls (1867-1941).
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1506
Photographic prints by Don McCullin, Roger Fenton (1819-1869), Gordon Crocker, Francis
James (FJ) Mortimer FRPS (1874 – 1944), Long Chin-San and Walter Bird. Box marked as
‘Drawn by Light’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1507
This box contains material relating to ‘Drawn by Light’.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1508
Photographic volume by William Henry Fox Talbot, 'Specimens of Portraits Engraved in
Spain, 1849'.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1509
Box containing objects deselected from William Henry Fox Talbot exhibition. This box
includes a glass negative and two paper prints.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1510
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1511
Photographic album by Samuel Bourne, titled ‘Album V, India’.
XRP 1512
Material from the India Photography exhibition. Helen Messinger Murdoch autochromes.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1513
Material from the India Photography exhibition. Helen Messinger Murdoch autochromes.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY

XRP 1514
Marked as 'Box 1 of 2 from RPS Library'. This box contains filing relating to 'Photogenic', letters, photographs of RPS events and a collection of RPS postcards.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1515
This box contains miscellaneous paperwork and correspondence.
AVAILABLE TO ISSUE

XRP 1516
Photographic prints by William Henry Fox Talbot.
SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY